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I. IITHODUGTION 
Before laaa realised h© could modify his animals 
and plants in aecordanc® with the purpose they were to 
fulfill, natural selection was actively developing indi­
viduals better adapted to the existing environiaental 
conditions, fundamental biology which effected an 
inlierent change froa generation to generation was the 
SMI® for natural selection as it was for artificial 
selection. Genetic^  progress by selection is limited 
by the genetic variability of the trait concerned in 
the population under selection, the intensity of selec­
tion achieved, and the accuracy of this selection. 
Where simultaneous improvement in several traits is 
desired, possible genetic and environmental correla­
tion® between the several traits may further condition 
the progress that can be realised, 
lACk of genetic variability is not often a serious 
obatacl© to progress by selection except, perhaps, 
within strains of organisms which usually reproduce by 
G^enetic i® used to express the average effect of 
the genes en individual possesses. 
self-fertilization ilMxah. 1946),. Low seleotion intensity, 
how«fe3?, fresjaentlj say present a handioap. Intensity 
of seleetion theoretically possible is limited by th& 
TOproduetiTO rat® of tfi# ©peeies, by whether the popu­
lation is inertaslng, stable, or disinlshing in size, 
and by eontrol over losses from disease or other manage-
laental factors, The third factor, inability to predict 
accurately the genotype from the phenotype, is often a 
major obstael® to genetic improveBient* Vtlhen the observed 
variability is largely environmental, individuals 
©elected on the basis of their own phenotypes will have 
achieved most of their superiority because they exper­
ienced favorable environsental circumstances rather than 
because they started with superior genotypes. Develop­
ment of methods to evaluate more accurately an individual' 
true breeding 'value, thou^ its expression is veiled by 
environmental eircumstances, has been a major topic for 
animal breeding investigations# 
T!i© purpose of the present study is to devise a 
scheme for ©electing dairy cattle more accurately by 
using infoOTation on the production of the individual 
and. its relatives# 'Bie technique to be proposed can be 
s 
desori'bed essentiallj as a ©©mMnation of mass and 
faally selection to permit mascinim genetic progress. 
For traits wMeli are hi^ly heritable, mass or iiadivi-
dual selection maj be so effective that little reason 
remains to consider Information in the pedigree, much 
less to wait for a progeny test, before deciding to 
cull or sa^e an animal# When heritability is low, the 
phenotype indicates only a little about the genes the 
individual possesses. Under such circimstances the 
information on the relatives becomes comparatively 
more important as a a©ana of aalcing more rapid genetic 
progress* !Bie additional information from the rela­
tives can be used to increase the correlation between 
the genotype and the index (I) or basis of selection, 
This amounts to increasing the accuracy of predicting 
the individual*® breeding value, 
Bxplicitly, in this study the aid sought is in 
selecting for fat production in dairy cattle. The pre­
diction equation or index is to be constructed using the 
fat records of the cow and her close relatives, which 
include her dam, her dau^ters, her maternal sisters, 
and her paternal sisters. More remote ancestors add 
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some further iiiformatioii» However, Including the per-
formanc© of tlits© ancestors in the index gives more 
complexity and opporttmitj for error in computing the 
actual index values than Is warranted toy the added infor­
mation. ThQ proposed index attempts to combine the 
various hits of information about the performance of 
the cow and her close relatives in such a -way that the 
index of an animal will be more closely correlated with 
its breeding value than if the information were com­
bined in any other linear manner. 
Certain fundamental statistics needed for construo't-
ing the index were required from actual data, Iheae 
were calculated on an intra-herd basisj thus, the index 
is for selecting between cows which are all under the 
aam© general herd environnent. necessary basic 
statistics weret 
It tepeatability or intraclass correlation between 
different"records of the same cow. 
2. Correlation between records of paternal half 
sisters. 
3. Gorrelation between records of maternal half 
glisters. 
e 
4* HeritaMlity of butterfat production. 
Bj using th.es© statistics and th© Mometrio relations 
between relatiires C^ri^it 1921) indexes were constructed 
for cows which lim® records of their oto and also have 
tested daughters, for heifers not in milk, and for each 
of the®© with varying numbers of maternal and paternal 
sisters. 
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II. RE?Ill • OF LITEMfUEE 
A* PreTloms ladexes 
T!ib index is not new in the literature on 
dairy eattl© bTCeding* Imerous modifications of a 
'*sire index'* half© been suggested since Hansson*s pro­
posal in 1913. Sir® isnidexes mtiliz© information on the 
sire's daugh-ters, the mates of the sire, and possibly 
the herd average# ©ley are ways of evaluating a prog­
eny test. 
lash {19S5) has already summarized the genetic 
iiaplications underlying sire Indexes, and in a later 
paper Ctash 1944) he indicated a general equation of 
which the several sire indexes are merely special cases, 
llie specific problem developed in his later paper was 
maximizing the correlation between the sire's index 
value and the sire's genotype for the trait being 
indexed. Biis basically was to determine the relative 
emphasis to b® placed on the dam's records as compared 
with those of the daughters. iTae optliaum emphasis on 
the dam was very close to the value of the total 
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regression of damghter on daai» i^ r several sets of 
data th© imweighted average of the regression coeffi­
cients was ,60 for milk yield and ,55 for fat percentage, 
laish further indicated that the optimiai wei^ ting of 
th© information on th® dam gave an additional 12 to 20 
percent increase in genetic progress as compared with 
choosing the sire on the average of the daughters alone, 
fhe study of lldridge and Salisbury C1949) is 
closely related to th© sire index approach, although 
th© principle was to predict the performance of the 
sire's progeny. Siey developed an equation for pre­
dicting the performance of th© daughters of young dairy 
sires. Fat production records on the dams, maternal 
half sisters, paternal half sisters, dams of the pater­
nal half sisters, dams of the maternal half sisters, 
and the sates of a hull were utilized. !!!he final pre­
diction equation accounted for 48 percent of the total 
variance in th® average toutterfat production of a bull's 
dau^ ters# The major portion, 34 percent, of the 
variance was accounted for by the average p^ roduction of 
the mates of a siTO* fhis seemingly exaggerated influ­
ence of the mates is to be expected because differences 
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to herd ©nvlronaent were Ignored In calculating tbe 
regression, Damght®rs -usmally are milked in the same 
herd as their damsi thms, th© dam aecoimted for most 
of the Inter-heM Tarianee in addition to her true 
genetic contribution to her daughters. 
When only on® trait is concerned and th® infor­
mation on relatives is considered, the selection index 
offers a waj to wei^  appropriately the merits of the 
individuals and of other aeabers of its family. Lush 
C1947.) has explored th© result® to be expected from 
selection solely on th© basis of individuality, solely 
on the family average, or on the optiatom combination 
of the two. Individual selection is more effective 
ttaan faiaily selection for characteristics ^ hich are 
highly heritable or when the phenotypes of the family 
members are hi^ ily correlated because of environmental 
circmstances, fh® family average should even receive 
negative attention when the phenotyi^ ic correlation 
between f.tiflily meaibers exceeds the genetic correlation. 
In such a case the family average would be more useful 
as an indicator of the average environment the faiaily 
experienced than as an indicator of the genetic value 
9 
of tbe indlfMtials in it. Individuals from a family 
witli a Mgh pkenot^ie average would to© diseoimted 
®ine® they probably experienced better than average 
©rarironaent» Iher® the phenotypie correlation excecds 
the genetic correlation a- phenotypically superior indi­
vidual from a femily with a low phenotypic average 
should b© selected for breeding in preference to an 
Individual phenotypically just as superior but from a 
family with a hl^  phenotypic average, A combination 
of individual and family selection will provide greater 
pTOgreas than individual selection alone, althou^  the 
gain will be large only if th© phenotypic correlation 
between family members is low and the genetic correla­
tion is high, 
Ihe first index for siaultaneous selection of 
several trsiti was developed by S^th (1956) using 
Fisher*® (1956) disoriainasit function technique. Smith 
u®ed the dlscriiiinant function to develop a linear com­
bination of th© several traits la wheat which would 
best discriminate those lines with th© hi^est aggregate 
genetic worth* A discriminant fmction was calculated 
for each of two years' experimental results with the same 
10 
lines of wheat. Hatios ®u©h as "straw to grain", com­
monly u®®d OTong breeder® for selection, gave less infor--
sation on tla© genotype of th© lines than did th© dis­
criminant f\metion» In any case Smith indicated th© 
ratios should not replace the primary observed charac­
ters. 
liRsel (1945) discussed th® genetic basia of selec­
tion indexes -and presented th© naaltiple^  correlation 
method of constructing selection indexes. She correla­
tion approach is more flexible for animal populations 
where usually the constant® needed for th© index are 
not all based on th® same number of observations. Infor­
mation on relatives and iafomation on several traits 
©an be incorporated into th© index. Ihere a number of 
traits are Involved th© relative economic values for the 
different traits, the phenotypic and genetic correla­
tion® between each pair of traits, and the genetic and 
phenotypic standard deviations for each trait are 
required. Ihe logical baais of genetic correlations 
was discussed, and the procedure for estimating these 
correlationi from parent-offspring relationships was 
developed in detail. 
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Haael and feyrlll (1946| constructed an index for 
selecting range Eaatoomillets at weaning age. Face 
coferiag, neek folds, tsody weight, condition, and staple 
length were the characteristics considered* Selection 
differentials for the various traits were compared for 
one year, where selection was on the basis of general 
appearance, and the siacceeding year when the index was 
used, ffiie authors indicated that the gain from -using 
the index was only sli#it for traits in the rams where 
a small proportion of the Isahs were saved, tout was 
®iabstantial for the ewe lambs where a large fraction of 
the lambs were saved-. Bi© authors alao indicated some 
important practical considerations in the use of indexes 
for selection. Namely, a properly constructed index 
is advantageous in that it emphasizes hi^ly hereditary 
and econoaically Important characters and provides an 
objective basis for comparing individuals, Ihe labor 
involved in the calculation of the index and the fact 
that not all selection can be based solely on the 
index ape important limitation® or disadvantages to the 
use of an index for selection. 
Selection indexes for poultry have been developed 
by Pans© (1946) and by lamer e^  al (1947). Panse's 
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index iir?ol¥©d egg w©i#it, uaaber of eggs, "body weight, 
and age at first ©gg. Hie statistics on which ttie 
index was based wer® defined from a limited set of 
datai therefore the practical application of this index 
is somewhat limited, fts the author indicates. Pans® 
stressed Wm need for knowing the relative economic 
importance of th© veriou® traits before the selection 
indei: could tee fitted sioat profitably to the practical 
situation# 
1 
aie index of .Xaraer sd (1947) involved body 
wei^ t, breast width, keel length, and ahank length in 
law Hsiapshire fryers# Arbitrary relative economic 
valiie^s were assigned the various characters. With 
these indexes the increase in efficiency was from 9,9 
to 14.5 percent when selection was for individuals 
with the highest ind©2£ values as contrasted with 
phenotypic selection for individual characters. The 
need for assi^ ing proper economic weights to each 
trait studied was emphasiaed. Furthemore, the authors 
indicated that only indexes involving selection for 
individual characters are practical until the proper 
economic wei^ ting can be detemined. 
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B» Estimates of th© Basic Statistics 
Qmftn (1913) aade on© of th© first attempts to 
determine the rellabllitj of a single record of a cow 
t© iMicate the cow's production in a subsequent 
lactation# From data on 336 British Friesians and 
grade Shorthorn®, each hairing five or more lactations, 
he found the correlation between "the revised maxlHwm*' 
for successive lactations to range from .59 to .58, 
<Ilae revised laaximua is th® aaxiimm dally jleld for 
th© lactation which Is equalled or exceeded three times 
during the course of the laetationX Qowen (1920a, 
1920b) also made early studies of the permanence of 
productivity of cowa in a large Jersey herd. He fo'und 
the average correlation between lactations of the same 
cow to b© #52 and «54 respectively for fat percentage 
and for milk yield# 
More recent studies on the intra-herd repeat­
ability of fat production records standardized for age 
and freqi»n©y of silking are S'u®Biari«©d in Table 1. 
Iftiere the cows included in the various studies were 
gathered with little selection, the values for intra-
herd repeatability are close to .4. Where the 
falls 1., S©p©at#Mlity 
of Sat Pr^ ia©ti@n Otetalned by V&rlmm Werkars 
Data tjp® of 
jflseord 
l®p®afcmbility 
»#ti»st® 
over 1800 mt 
552 epws 1q as Icara 
BiEA® 
5860 records of 2316 
eows is 9S Iowa 
BHM. 
Lifetiffl® prMu©ti©n 
reeords of 0?4 Qmm 
tTQm 41 BHI4. 
150® reeorsis of 301 
©Qws la IS Swedisb 
Mras 
Beeords for proving 
lOS sir®s la Iowa 
warn, 
S®e©rds for proving 
209 sires in Hol«« 
st®ia fflEHb 
E«e&r4s of 454 eovs 
In Edlitein MIR 
witli six or more 
lactations 
535 records of S26 
cows in Iowa iH:at© 
College herd 
36§-day lactmtioa 
USUk yearly 
©l^ t laoatM 
X&Qt&tlm 
240-day lactatidQ 
305-day • lft-©tation 
3®S-day lactatioii-
total l&@tatl-oa' 
3CX)-day laetatiOB 
305-day lactation 
365-day laetation 
M«B» 32: Msis 
365-day laetatioQ 
M.l. 3x basis 
eigixt montk 
laotatlo» 
.33 
.30 
.40 
•34 
.34 
.34 
.31 
.3# 
.43 
.40 
.29 
.43 
Barria, Urnh mA 
Shultz {1S34) 
flm (1935b) 
Biekerson (1940} 
Jolmassoa and 
Haossoa (1940) 
Lmsk, Morton 
aad Arisold (1941) 
Berry (1945) 
Vema (1945) 
f- D&Xtj Herd Improveaent Association 
® Herd Improvea»nt Registry 
sttidltd a» of eoastdeimfele Si«3,i-
•tiilwl 8#l©©tt03a|. tb» tme MttmmnmB Moiig cows 
mismlly baw b«®a fey Wm s®le©tiatt| &oti&&qu&ntXy, 
& #etiwife® mi r®p«a.tafei3.1tj ia ©feteiaed.» 13a® 
data ,i5is?%e«0ft C1940), ^ Qhmmmn. i^ tgoa 
(1940) t m& Mwn Cl@4g) i«p»s®at mmrA& of ©oks 
mlmtml tlaas, Dle&®»oa*® &M Johaaasoa's d&t® ©on* 
sisted of e@w# with flm oip mom Imt&tlouB, wiiil© 
«.&t& ia,6lmfte4 ©iily mm-s witii Bix or aor© Imtm^ 
tlQBM* ©stiatfet® ©f fla»i8 a|. il9M) &X&Q smj 
imw% hmM iafli»a©®€ fei ««J,t0tiea» a» e&eli ©ow wa» 
»{|mtred to Imw at ieast t»# mmMB to be iaelMed 
in fcl» 
f&s S6©«»<i«y mmT^ B sr© litolf t© fet luflnemeed 
sow fey teapoMyf ftsflreweatal ©©iKtitiaiis# euefe as 
tmrlatloa. i» tias of r#emri'«iifc pregoanef, tbim &r© tli® 
©a? S^ S-dtf ThiB mmj b© aa Mfiltloniil 
reason fof tia# low#r «stim&t© of" *«p©etmMlity otot«lii0d 
lif Harrla e|, s|,» I>ieker®«i% mtmdj, mvmvtht>lmB, 
HOI; indie®.t®' tb® ittflueae® of ®ucb fa©tor® to tse 
i»poi»ts»t, as mpSfMtmhility mm %h& ssmm t&v the SOB-
tef m& thm imtM&n reeoM®* 
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Factor© based on the 70, 80, and 90 percent rule 
wem used to adjust the data of Harris et &1 to a 
standard a.& basis. Much of the variance due to age dif­
ferences should have been removed hj this procedure, but 
the inaccuracies of this adjustment would leave meny 
age differences and these would mostly be between the 
records of the same cow rather than between the averages 
of different ooirs, ©lis, in turn, would give a lower 
estimate of repeatability than if the age differences 
had been more accurately corrected, 
fbm correlation between paternal half sisters for 
fat production on an intra»herd basis has not been 
estimated froa sisny samples of data. Plum <19S4) fonnd 
a correlation among paternal sisters to be ,25 in a 
large Jersey herd including 185 daughters of 23 sires, 
"Haere was a decided time trend in the production for 
this herd, however, and this probably contributed much 
to the correlation he found between the paternal sistera 
In a separate study of Iowa DIHA records for 1559 cows 
by 611 sires. Plum (1955a) found a correlation between 
paternal half sisters of ,190, Ihis estimate also 
included some contribution froa year-to-year effects 
within herd# 
Vf 
Johansson and Hamssosi (1940) fonmd the Intra-herd 
eorr^ l&tion toetweem paternal half sisters to toe ..12 for 
butterfat jields corrected for age and length of calving 
Interral. fheir data Ineluded first lactation,records 
on 1S57 cows by 75 sires In 15 Swedish B©d-and-¥Aiite 
herds* Sie intra-herd correlation between maternal 
half sister® m& tO® 452 pairs, ihy the maternal 
half sister correlation was so sach leas than the pater­
nal half lister correlation was not readily apparent. 
Bifi authoM do point omt the likelihood for a hl^ er 
environiaental eontritemtlon to the paternal half sister 
likeness due to the contemporaneity of paternal half 
sister. 
iMsh (1949) has defined heritability in the narrow 
sense as the fraction of the observed variance which is 
due to differences in the average effect of the genes the 
individuals possess, fable B presents a siaBMary of 
several ©stlaates of the heritability of intra-herd dif­
ferences in fat production. All of the estimates are 
from paiwnt-offspring relationships. Shey are given in 
terns of the fraction of the obseirved phenotypic variance 
in. single .lactation records which is additively genetic. 
Talle 2* of Heplfcability of Fst 
I^ odmcti©!! OMalaed by ¥arf.oias Woi*k«fs 
B&tm type 0f 
jpeteoi^  
Herltatblilty 
€tsttaatj® 
Autiy©jp 
§83 daoght@p«-d«.ffi pairs 
froa 81 lm& DSm 
imr&s 
2S8& daiagMt©r-dstfflt pairs 
frm P'ro#f of 55S 
sir#s iB Iowa BHI4 
6B0 da^ sght©.r-<lam pairs 
fr^  Iowa DHIA 
676 daitgkter-'ilsm pairs 
fro* proof of lOS 
slr®s ia Iowa BfllA 
SOlO €iaiiglifc®r-^« pairs 
of 20t a©l«t©ln HIE 
sirea 
2154 daogkter-d&m pairs 
fro® proof of 283 
sires ia Iowa DESA 
979 Qatagfett®r»da» pairs 
from Holsteia HIE 
6888 daughtsr-dam pairs 
of 374 Ayrshire sires 
eight ffloath lae-
tmtioii *1U 
Si5«-day laetatioiQ or • 
DittA yearly .25 
365-day laefcation ,. 13 
S65-day laetatisn »28 
365-day laetation .25 and 
1,1. 3x •basis .30 
305-day laetatioB .17 
365-day laetation 
M.S. 3x basis .14 
305-day laetation .88 
P1«B {1935 b) 
iMsh aad Shultz 
{193§) 
S«ath (1840) 
iMShj, MortOEt and 
Arnold C1941) 
iMSh. aaid Strams 
(1942) 
Berry (1945) 
fyler and 
(1947) 
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TbB estimate® siiow eGnslderatol© variability and range 
from #12 to #30# iMs •variability in the estimates is 
a bit More striking than that exhibited in the estimates 
©f repeatability (Fig«r® 1), Heirer the less, the sampling 
errors for the ©stimates of heritabllity are compara­
tively larger# A nmber of the lower estimates Plum 
(1955^), Se&th (1940) and Berry (1945) are based on 
relatively small quantities of data, laish and Straus 
(1942) indieat© that the five percent fiducial limits 
for their estimate of *17 are ,05 and .SI. !i3i.is range 
includes all of the estimates given in Table 2, and the 
limits for the estiiaates on smaller ©mounts of data would 
be wider than those stated by Lush and Straus. 
Ill©re .the sires have many dau^ ters* there is a 
strong possibility that data for a sire may include infor­
mation from more than otm herd, Kie sir© may be proven 
in one herd and then:..sold for use in a second herd or 
eows in ca.lf to him may be sold into other herds where 
they and their daughters subsequently make records. 
lllie extent to which a sire was used in several herds 
perhaps is limited in most data for proving sires prior 
to extensive us© of artificial insemination. In instan­
ces where the progeny or mates of a sire are not all 
20 
kept In tJi® same herd, the intra-slre regression will 
still ©ontain soa©' influences of differences between 
herds* fh.© estimates of heritability will be too hi^  
because of tMs fact* Some herd effects may have 
oontribiited to the estimates of heritability which 
approach «S0, since all of these estimates are from 
intra-sir® regressions in data used for proving sires. 
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1XI» DATA 
A, Soure© and Mjustment 
Data for this study were taken from the herd 
foldtrs in the files of the office of the American 
Jersey Cattle Glufe, Golmhus, Ohio# All herds on 
Consecutive Herd Improvement Registry (HIR) test dur­
ing 1943 to 194'? were included, fhis sample involved 
about percent of all herds that coapleted a year's 
testing during 1945 and 1944. All' available completed 
lactation records not leas than 270 days in length, 
from all eows in the sampled herds were used, llae fol­
lowing infowation for each lactation was copied and 
subsequently punched on IBM cards for calculation, 
1, Herd identifieation number {as assigned by  ^
A, J» G, G») • 
2, type classification score. 
5, Cow*8 registration nuaber# 
4, Sire's registration nxamber. 
5. registration nuaber. 
6, Year lactation ended, 
7. 505»day 2x M.E, fat production. 
8« :L&0tatS.®a ieagtb 1b iayg if h@twmn 270 a®Mi 
504 daft tmXmlmrn 
Si© total ir©3.w« @f data, wm» 23,550 laetatioiss 
fiw i.£»4«3i e-©W8 In leeat^ i, In, 42 st©.t®»* 
ai# ®%s.feiES isif#lw<l mA til® mmher &f hmrds Xomt^A in 
@»eh stJftte ar© gimm tmMw* 
AMh§m& X .fSSf^ lSHS. @ 
Mmnm I 7 
MiekmMmM 1 lltMii® 19 
Qmlli&mim 11 8 
Q<&l0m40 1 Sissomri 3.9 
C?©m»eti6i»% § Mmtrnm 1 
FlofMa 2 MehrmBM B 
a«©3?gi® § W@w &a^ §Mm B 
WBW Jermy IB 
111tools Wmw M&Mim 8 
I:n€iaam @ S«w loi%: • 11 
IS iorm Carolina 4 
i Ohio m 
SisfemsMf 5 OklBh.om& I 
1 OmgOB 22 
mim t 11 
23 
Hb.od© IbI&i  ^ 8 Ve-mont 12 
South Carolina 2 firginia 4 
fennesse® 4 Washington 11 
fexas 14 iest Virginia 2 
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Th® advisability of standainiiziiig fat production 
records for differences in ag© of the cow at the begin­
ning of the lactation and for number of times milked, 
has been adequ&tel^  ^demonstrated.. In 1945, iHae Merioan 
Jersey Cattle 01ub began to correct all its fat produc­
tion records to a S05-daj, twice-a-day milking, mature 
equivalent basis (305-daj 2x M»B,). Iliis wa.s the prin­
cipal reason for taking 194S as the beginn,ing date for 
collecting the present data. American Jersey Cattle 
Club factors used to correct for age and for times milked 
are given below. 
Corrections for age 
Am (years-months) (Correction factor 
Under 2 1,S6 
2-0 to 2-5 1,26 
2-6 to 2-11 1,19 
5-0 to 3-e I.IS 
S-6 to 5-11 1.08 
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4-0 to 4-5 1,05 
4»6 to 4'"H l.OS 
5-0 1,01 
6"»0 1.00 
•7-0 1,01 
8-0 1.04 
9*0 1,08 
10-0 afeov© 1.12 
Go-rr®®tio» fow fr©tu©».©y of milking, to be applied for 
nvm\mr of days cow ]»ilk©d. or 4xs 
5x to gat #833 
4x to 2x .741 
Wimm th# laetation was aotuallj more than 305 
days'in length, th© portion of the last month*® produc­
tion needed to ©xaetlj 305 days of production waa 
obtained by linear Interpolation for the month which 
contained th® 305th day of th© lactation. It was felt 
that th© ir#ry short records could not be used without 
so»© adjustment, and the proper correction for these 
records was'questionablej hence, lactations less than 
270 days were not used. Short lactation® result partly 
because of inherent lack of porsistency in some cows 
(Bonnier 1935)j therefor©, adjusting such lactations to 
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a atandai^  Itngtk would also eliminate some real dif­
ferences in produetlvity. Lush, and Shultz (1956) 
estimated that l@ss tlian 10 percent of th© variance in 
laetatlon length seemed to b© hereditary in the simple 
additive aamer, and only one-seventh seemed attribut­
able to general herd managemental policy. In most 
cases a justifiable clue was not available to indicate 
why th©_ oow did not complete a ten-month lactation. 
For these reasons# short lactations were eliminated 
and all lactations of 870 to S04 days were used isith 
no adjustment for length# 
Use of the 305'«-day lactation record also elimi­
nates most of the variation in production which could 
be attributed to variation in the t3« of reeurrent 
pregnancy, Dicteerson (1940) fomd that 2S.6 percent of 
the variance in total lactation butterfat yields was 
associated with variations in length of calving interval, 
ihen 505-day fat yield wm considered, he found that 
only 4.8 percent of the variance in production could be 
attributed to differences in length of calving intervals. 
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B, CharacterlBtics 
©16 ayesrage fat production on a 305-day 2x M.E, 
basis for all records was 429.4 pounds. Bils value can­
not be compai'ed with tiae average actual x^ roduction of 
all cows on HIB test since the age composition of the 
herds *as not available to permit a reasonable adjust­
ment of the latter for age. Average production for all 
herds is reported by the American Jersey Cattle Club in 
terns of the actual production and includes the produc­
tion of all cows in the herd for ten months or raore 
during the testing year. Again the elimination of 
lactations which were less than 270 days in length and 
using only the first 505 days of longer lactation for 
this study is different from the procedure followed by 
the club in computing HIR herd averages. 
Information concerning the jjrobable intensity of 
selection for production in thes© herds is only sketchy 
and inconclusive. The average production of the 356S 
Asxm that made lactations dxiring 1945-47 was 425.5 
i;>ounds whereas the average production of their 4764 
daugtiters ?fas 426.7 pounds. The slight difference 
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•feetw#©!! th® dau^ .t«rs imd the dims ©an. probably b© 
explained by th« fact tiiat th® dams in th© higher pro-
dueing herds had more daughters in. production than dams 
in lower producing herds. ®ie average for the daughters 
would b# sade up psroportionately of more oows from th© 
hi^ er producing herds than the average of the dajtns. 
fable Average Production According 
to the lumber of Lactation© per Cow 
lo. lactations per cow Av®, prod. lo. cows 
1 5870 
2 423 5545 
5 440 2160 
4 464 862 
5 465 166 
Although the abof© figures do not indicate selec­
tion as regards the production of the dams of cows kept 
in these herds, there is some alight indication that 
breeders were weeding out some low producers. Table S 
shows th© average production of all cows according to 
the number of lactations included in the study. 
Since th® data include only a five-year period. 
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the cows with one laetatlon inc3;ade some old cows com­
pleting their last record in 1943 and some young cows 
completing their first lactation during 1947, v.hether 
the culling was willful or accidental could not "be 
deterrjiined from th© information availatole, 'Ihere is, 
nonetheless, a definite trend for the cows with more 
records to have a higher average production. A portion 
of this trend can. possibly "be attributed to the fact 
that cows in the higher producing herds, on the average, 
have more records than cows In lower producing herds. 
However, since th© numher of records per cow does not 
vary greatly and only a few of the records involved were 
made in the very lov or very high producing herds, it 
seems unlikely that this could account for a major part 
of the trend. 
The pooled intra-herd variance was apportioned in 
the various aspects of the study. Ihls has been a com­
mon procedure In the analysis of dairy data collected 
from several breeders' herds. The question as to whether 
the several Intra-herd variances pooled were homogeneous 
apparently has not always been considered. Bartlett's 
test as described by Snedecor {1946 p. 251) ift-as applied 
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to the Intra-herd.#. intra-year -rariance la the present 
data. A highly signifieant % ® value was obtained, 
indicating that the farianees probably were not all 
sampled fro» the sim© population. 
Considering the data from another aspect, the 
correlation between the aean production of the herd and 
the intra-herd intra-year variance was .46± .05. 
Because of this and to investigate further the relation 
of the mean to other aspects of the study, the herds 
were grouped according to the production levels sho^ n 
in Table 4* Even in this case hi^ ly significant "K. ^  
values were obtained when Bartlett's test was applied 
within each production group, Th® conventional recom­
mendation to group the data to obtain segments with 
homogeneous variance offered little toward solution. 
Satterthwaite (1946) has indicated that by the use of 
eoaponents of variance even differences between sample 
means may be tested, ignoring any assumptions regarding 
homogeneity of their variances. Since estimates of com­
ponents of variance, rather than precise tests of signif­
icance, were desired frcaa these data, it seemed that the 
heterogeneity should not bias estimates of the components. 
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Kie scatter diagram of tii© mean production plotted 
with respeet to the imtra-iierd intra-year variance is 
shown In Figure 1. The possibility of a sli^ t curvili-
nearity of thi® relation also can be noted. Johansson 
and Hsnsson {1940) and Bonnier (1946) have observed the 
increased intra-herd variability as ttie mean production 
rises in data from, Scandinavian hei^s, Uieir explana­
tion is that the true differences among cows are permit­
ted full e^^pression only when the cattle are well 
managed# Johansson and Hansson express the opinion that 
sl.nce trae productive capacity of cows can be expressed 
only in an optiffioia environaent# the correlation between 
daughter and dam should, b® larger in the higher produc­
ing herds. A preliminary look at this point in these daita 
does not indicate that this relation exists. Gowen (1920a) 
has shown that a similar increase in variability of 
production records exists as the cow approaches maturity. 
Sie relation'between the aean^ production and age was a 
logarittajiic function which suggested miltiplicative 
action of genea influencing production. Bais type of 
gen® action might also explain the increase in intra-herd 
variability as the herd mean production increased. 
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Figure 1. Scatter Diagram Showing the Relation Between 
the Herd Mean Fat Yield and the Intra-herd Intra-year 
Variance for 293 Herds. 
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Table 4« shows the same relationship "between the 
mean production and intra-hercl variability in another 
li|^ t« 'Ha© pooled intra-herd intra-year coefficient of 
variation is given for each of the nine production 
groups. A sli^ t trend toward a decrease in .the coef­
ficient of variation as the mean production increases is 
evident# Bi© standard deviation increased but not in 
direct proportion to the increase in the mean. A 
marked increase in th® standard deviation and a slight 
decrease in the coefficient of variation as the mean 
rises can he construed to mean that many of the factors, 
•feoth genetic and environmental, which influence fat 
production do so,multiplleatlvely (i.e. on a percentage 
basis)» 
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Wright (1921, 1955) demonstrated that only the 
average effects of gones contribute to permanent gain 
from seleotioni Qen© effects ascrlbable to dominance 
and ©plstatie deviations act much aa temporary environ­
ment in that they prevent the individual's phenotype 
from acourately Indieatlng the genes the Individual 
possesses# A eonveaient mathematical concept to express 
a trait in a discussion of improvement by selection is 
X « & + ¥. 
fhe sum of the average effect of the genes is desig­
nated by CJl, and U represents the combined effects of 
environment and dominance and epistatic deviations, 
With the above definition acua. the assumption that the G 
values are uncorrelated with the observed phenotyplc 
variance in X is 
ere cr2 cr2 
X " G + U . 
®j.© total hereditaiy variance In a given trait can then 
l^lirou^ out the discussion Q will be referred to 
synonymously as breeding value, average genie value, or 
genetic merit# 
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fee expressed 
cr2 cr2 (T 2 cr2 
H • S + D + I 
O" ^ 
wh©f© D repr'esents tli© dominanc© deviations from the 
additiw scheme or the Interaction aaiong alleles, and 
cr 2 
I refer® to the epistatic deviations from the additive 
definition or the interaotlons among non-allelic genes. 
Where a true interaction between H and E (environmental 
cireiiastanoes) exiats a portion of the observed variance 
cr ^ 
will be referred to as Iffi, Bi© proper apportioning of 
this variance to heredity or environatent is yet an 
unsolved question, a® it is a joint effect of variation 
in both'H and E. 
Again assmaing the model introduced above for a 
character X and making the further assumption that X and 
Q &r& nomally distributed, the relative efficiencies of 
various selection programs can be compared* Smith (1956) 
and Hagel and Lush (1945) have demonstrated that if the 
selection intensity for a given population is a constant 
th© genetic advance or progress from selection is pro­
portional to the correlation between 6 and X, Under the 
simple situation where only on© trait is considered the 
expected gain from truncation selection is 
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A - EG" 
E(CJ-G) • PQX p S 
where Z is the height of the ordinate of the normal curve 
at the lowest value of X saved and P is the fraction of 
the original population permitted to have offspring. 
For a single, character Is equal to ^  which is the 
crx 
square root of beritahility in the narrow sense# If 
selection can be 'based on an index or a correlated 
variable (I) such that J*qx>^ GX» progress by selec­
tion will be enhanced# llie biology of the population 
is not affected, sine© the same proportion of individuals 
presumably would need be saved regardless of the basis 
of selection. 
Hazel and Lush (1943) explored the consequences of 
selection on the basis of total score, independent cul­
ling level® for each trait, and tandem selection. 
Tandem selection, which means selection for one trait at 
a time until a given level of iJHprovement is reached 
followed by subsequent selection for another trait, was 
the least efficient. Total score or index selection 
was the most efficient of the methods considered. ®hen 
a large number of characters are to be selected simul­
taneously, selection index approach was indicated to 
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toe ©TOn ®ore ©fficient comparatively than when only one 
or a few charaeters were being selected. 
fo construct the index in the present study the 
following atatistics wer© required from the data: 
1# Bepeatability or intra-class correlation 
between different records of the same cow. 
2. Correlation between records of maternal half 
sisters. 
3. Gorrelation between records of paternal half 
sisters. 
4. Heritability of fat production. 
Biese basic statistics and the path coefficient approach 
to the biometrical relations siaong relatives (Wright 1921) 
were employed to construct an index. The first three 
statistics were ©stiinated as intra-class correlations; 
wherebyji the observed variance is separated into its 
various coaponents depending on the mathematical model 
used to describe th© biological situation, Pisher first 
indicated this separation of the variance in his early 
text. The idea has. been extended and restated by vvinsor 
and Clark (1940) and more recently by Crump (1946). 
Hetaer, Dickerson, and Zeller (1944) also have given 
S8 
details for eoaputlJig coefficients for the expected 
ntunbers of various components in the mean squares, 
wlier© the number of observations per subclass varies, 
Heritablllty was estimated by doubling the intra-herd 
regression of daughter on dam. 
A, Repeatability 
The linear-aatl^ matlcal model used to describe 
each lactation was; 
%jk + ®ik +• ®i5k 
where: 
is the r505»day 2x 1»E, fat yield of the 
kth cow in tim i.th herd and in the J.th 
year. 
is the effect contaon to all observations, 
h^  is the effect aseribable to the ith herd and 
# « h^^  » H. 
I^J effect aseribable to the J_th year in 
the j^ th herd and s Y. 
used to indicate the expected or average 
value of the tera in the parenthesis. 
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is the effect of th© kth cow in the ith herd 
and s m G 
©ij.j£ is the random error in evaluating the eow's 
production, and the ©ffect of temporary 
enviroimental influences associated with th© 
expression of each lactation and 
/ V 2 cr 2 
®^'ijic^  ® e s is, 
Tbm present prohlem is to estimate th© variances 
or variance components ascrihabl® to tto.e various effects. 
In euch a case no assumption need to© made concerning 
the form of the distribution of the several effects. 
What must toe assuaed is that th© effects which make up 
each observation are random variables independently dis­
tributed about means aero (Crmp 1946), 
Ilie herd effect (hj.) is defined to be the sura of 
all influence® which make the mean production of one 
herd differ frcm the mean production of a second herd. 
Such differences in production may result from varia­
tion in the environments or maaagemental regimes from 
herd to herd and also from true differences in the 
intrinsic merit of the cows in the several he3?ds. No 
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attempt Is made in pwaent study to separate the 
Intra-herd variance Into a portion resulting from 
intra-herd environmental differences and a remainder 
3?esuiting from differences in th© real producing 
ability of til© eows in tlie several herds. However, an 
©stimat© of what fraation of the herd component is due 
to diffei^ nees in th© breeding values of the 
individuals In different herds would be desirable for 
making breeding plans most effective, especially where 
selection© must be made between animals in different 
herds# 
fhe year effect (y^ j) includes the several 
environmental influences which cause the yearly mean 
production for the herd to fluctuate about the general 
mean of that herd# Yariation in the quantity and qual­
ity of feed available from year to year, or managemental 
practices which prevailed in one or more of the years, 
but not in all years., are examples of influences con­
sidered to be in j£j* 
All things which make pemanent differences in 
the producing abilities of the several cows in the same 
herd are defined as the cow effect Ihe variance 
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associated with tMs effect (C) includes th© sm of the 
yarianoes du© to and ®ie variance 
CT o denoted FB is the reault of permanent ©nvironaental 
influences which, affected alike all the records of the 
saji.© eow but were different for other cows. Its defi­
nition is somewhat arMtrarj, For example, some effects 
m&j b© Influential for two consecutive lactations of a 
cow but not for her other lactations. If only those 
two were in the data, this effect would be "permanent" 
but, if several additional lactations of the same cow 
are in the data, this effect pemanent to two of the 
lactations would now be defined largely as temporary. 
Berry C194S) found these partially permanent influences 
to be of minor Importance, and they probably contribu­
ted from .05 to .09 to the intra-herd correlation 
between records of the same cow in his data. 
Ba© error effect, includes true, presum­
ably random, error in evaluating the yield of the cow 
and also the influence of temporary environmental cir­
cumstances which genuinely varied for the several 
records of the same cow. Ihe component E indicates the 
iiaport8Ji.ce of the unclassified and uncontrolled sources 
/ 
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of variation in causing the observed variance of yields 
within a giv©n herd* 
Intra-kerd repeatability, after accounting for the 
variance due to differences between years within herd, 
is defined as 0 . This ratio represents th© frae-
tion of the observed varianc® in records made in a given 
heiHi, but corrected for yearly differences, which is 
due to intrinsic differences in producing ability among 
cows in that herd, Bepeatability is th© intra-herd 
correlation raiong the several records of the same cow, 
if the effect of 1 were first removed. The logic in 
describing this ratio of variance components as a cor-
1 
relation is apparent when we consider that among records 
of the saia® cow the variance G vanishes, and only the 
variance 1 remains• Bemoval of variance C, by holding 
the cow constant, represents the degree to which obser­
vations on a given cow are alike when compared with 
,, observed differences present in a population of records 
from many cows in one herd* 
As indicated in the mathematical model given on 
page 08 an attempt was made to free the estimates of C 
and 1 froa contributions due to yearly herd variations 
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Since few of the cows in this study had records 
in alX fi¥© year®, the differences bet«/©en the yearly 
means for each herd did not reflect only th© yearly 
environmental eheng© s. 
Bi© leaet squares method of fitting constants 
for each cow can furnish an estimate of year effects, 
where each herd is considered an analytical unit» 
But tiie use of th© least square® procedure gives a 
biased estimate of th© true year effects because cows 
with two or more recospds, from which the year effect 
is estimated, are in practically all cases a selected 
group# ®ius, th© cells which are filled in the two-way 
eow X year table are not a random sample of all possi­
ble cells# Sows completing a good record are more 
likely to remain in the herd another year than are cows 
completing a low record. B^ se cows are chosen in part 
because they truly possess above average inherent pro­
ducing ability* However, since fat production is 
influenced greatly by environmental circumstances, the 
selected group of cows generally had better than average 
temporary environment in th© year when they made the 
records on which they were selected* Assuming these 
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temporary eOTironmental conditions to be random, the 
average ejwiromental influenoes for the cows saved 
eomld hardly he expected to be as favorable the second 
year as they were for the year In which the cows were 
selected. Beeaug® of this the least squares procedure 
may indicate the environmental clrcrasistances to have 
been .getting poorer and poorer.} whereas, in truth they 
say have been constant from year to year* 
Henderson (1949) ha® developed a maxiimm likeli­
hood procedure for estlaating the yearly effects and 
for separating the year-^ to-year changes in herd environ­
ment from the changes in real producing ability of the 
cows in the herd* ©lie procedure takes into accoimt 
the fact that the observations available to estimate 
year-to-year changes are a selected sample and that the 
siiecesslve reeo,rds of the same cow are incompletely 
repeatable. For the present study, however# the esti­
mation of coMponents of variance, rather than finding 
the true magnitude of th© effects, was the main problem.# 
These components can be estimated by several procedures. 
Inforaation on Biethods of evaluating the relative effi­
ciencies of these procedures are uneei»tain, ' The method 
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chosen was to compute th® analysis of variance as thougji 
the data wer® orthogonal and to suppose that the mean 
squares found in the sample actually are the expected 
or average values, this procedure yialds unbiased 
estimates of the components (E (©) = 6) hut the validity 
of the values obtained are dependent as in all cases, 
upon th© sufficiency of the basic model, 
Ihe analysis in Table 5, employed to estimate C 
and E free frc«a th© influence of Y, was suggested by 
Br, Jay L* Lush. Its validity depends on and 
being uncorrelatedjT as is Inherent in the definition 
of ¥• Estimate® of Y, 0, and E were obtained by 
simultaneous solution of equations, using the four 
sample mean squares ; maong years within hei^ s, within 
year, among cow *lthin herd, and within cow. The 
estimates of Y, G, and S were then substituted, as is 
conventional, into the equation for the mean square 
among herds to estimate the herd component H, 
The lactation records at the offices of the 
A,J.C,G. are recorded according to the year in which 
the lactation was completed. Thus, in a few instances 
a cow was credited with completing two 505-day lactation 
fatol© 5. Analysis sf Variaac® f©3P tb® 
Influtne© of Herd, Year WitMo Ebt^ , ma Com 
Somre® d/f Mean 
gquajp© 
Sxpested. composition sf B»aia squai^  
Total 
Among ii«i?ds 
Among ysars 
within lisM 
Within year 
Among eow 
within 
Within cow 
25,389 
' 292 
1,062 
21,975 
12,112 
10,925 
10,498 
348,207 
15,527 
5,944 
8,607 
3,729 
E + .999 G + .999 Y + .9»5 1 
£ + E.S4g C+ 19.177 Y+79.482 H 
B +• •eso e + 16.669 Y 
B C 
£ + .560 Y +- 1.870 C 
£ + Y 
Gamponeats 
4060 Y = 515 2730 E « 3214 
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records in one year.. One of the records would necessar­
ily have to to© made largely during the previous year. 
In computing the expected composition of the mean 
squares in Table 5 the simplifying assumption was made 
that a cow had only one record in a given year# 
Table 6». Goaponents of Variance as Fractions 
of Total and Intra-herd Variance 
Component 
Estimate of 
eomponent 
Fraction of variance 
fot, (H+Y+O+E) Intra-
represented 
-herd (YfC-^ E 
H 4060 .386 
Y 515 =1 ,049 ,080 
c 2730 f ,259 ,422 
E 5214-'^ ' i f • , S06 .498 
I a 3' 1 
Sie estimated components are given in Table 6 as 
fractions of the total and as fractions of the intra-herd 
variances they represent. Ratios of these variance com­
ponent© furnish estimates of several intraclass correla­
tions# For example, there is a correlation of .SSe between 
single records of herd mates when a population of cows 
from many herds is considered, fhe principal estimate 
from this analysis needed for the index is that for 
repeatability. Among records appropriately adjusted to 
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reao¥© year-to-jear erarlromental Influences intra-herd 
repeataMllty, , is ,459* The practical useful­
ness of tMs fig«.r® caimot b© realized until lactation 
records can b© accurately adjusted for yearly herd 
©OTiro-nmental changes# 
When those yearly differences are not removed 
from the data, intra-herd repeatability would be 
which equals *422, if none of the cows being compared 
were contemporary# Since in actual data many of the 
cows will be at least partly contemporary, the Y com­
ponent will be only partially represented in the mean 
square "aiaong cows within herd" althou^  fully repre­
sented in the mean square "within cow". 53iis will lead 
to a sli^ t underestiaate when G is computed merely by 
subtracting the mean square witfiin'cow from that among 
1 4-h 7 S 
cowB within herd, ar^  dividing the remainder by the 
coefficient of 0 in the latter mean square. Using the 
I -  3£ /< f .  i\Y-
©Btimates of G and E obtained in this manner gives an 
intra-herd repeatability of •412. If herd differences 
were ignored, as in many of the early studies, repeat­
ability would be nearly ,65. ®i© importance of first 
removing herd difference becomes strikingly apparent 
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when tills value is contrasted, wltb intra-herd repeat­
ability from the same data of only a little over .4. 
According to the z transfomatlon of Fisher (1946) 
the 90 percent confidence interval for this estimate, 
.412, is «S99 to ,422, lending support to the idea that 
the true parameter value is not greatl^  ^different from 
the estimate obtained, from these data. Hie value, .412, 
was selected for use In constructing the index, since 
It more closely represents what can be realized in a 
practical breeding program where an accurate adjust­
ment for yearly effects Is not available. 
The herd component accounts for S9 percent of the 
total variance. Although the herds in this study were 
limited to those on HIR test for at least four years, 
this restriction apjjarently had little or no tendency 
to secure a group more uniform, in mean production than 
a truly random sample of all HIR herds probably would 
have been. The herd mean production ranged from 277 to 
675 pounds. Ihese herds were from all sections of the 
"Onited States, Probably they represent a wide range of 
systems of management followed. 
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llie present estimate of th© importance of herd 
differences agrees closelj with a number of estimates 
from analyses ©f Iowa DHIA i^ cords. Harris et al 
(19S4), Plm (1955b), lAish and Shultz (1936), and 
Lush and Straus (1942) found herd differences accounted 
for approacimately 33, 55, SS, and SO percent respeet-
iveij of the total farianc© in corrected lactation 
records# 
Dickerson (1940) found herd differences accounted 
for only 17 percent of the total variance in ag© cor­
rected SOS-day fat records. H© attributed the smaller 
influence of herd differences to the selected nature 
of his data, which included only cows with at least 
five records each. The herd component also can be 
calculated from Bonnier*® (1946) data on 406 herds of 
the Swedish Red-and-lhite breed in one county in Sweden. 
In those data the hei^ cowponent was approximately SO 
percent of the total variance in yearly records. 
Xntra-herd year-to-year differences in these data 
accounted for about eight percent of the intra-herd 
variance and five percent of the total variance in indi­
vidual lactation records. In Iowa DSXA data Plum (1935b) 
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found that year-to-year differences accounted for six 
to seven percent of the total variance and slightly 
more than ten percent of the intra-herd variance. That 
is somewhat more than in the present study. Johansson 
and Hansson (1940) found that differences among years 
within herds accounted for between five and six percent 
of the total variance. Siey express the opinion that 
in well Bianaged herds yearly fluctuations about the 
general herd trend are a minor source of variation. 
In the present data the component Y as defined 
on page 40 Includes any general year effect over the 
entire sample of data plus what laight be considered 
true herd x year interaction* The general year effect 
might result frcaa nation-wide price changes or feed 
shortages which would cause dairymen generally to pro­
vide management more favorable to hi^  production, 
perhaps in 1946 than in 1944. The herd x year inter­
action would result from herd environment improving in 
some herds in the same year it deteriorated in other 
herds. 
fable 7 shows the analysis of variance and th® 
estimates for th® components attributable to (j-t j) 
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tlie average year effeet, the herd x year inter-
mtlon,  and (Ta^) the herd effect# For nonorthognal 
data with multiple elaselfieatlon the main effects can­
not be separated without entanglement# Although the 
lack of orthogonality does exist,, unbiased estimates 
of the components should be obtained from the expected 
iralues of the respective mean squares. Sstlmates for 
1 and G were available froia, the previous aaalysls. 
These values were substituted into the equation for 
the mean, square aaong, years, among herds, and for the 
herd X year interaction* Sstimates of "T, HY, and H 
were obtained by simultaneous solution of the three 
equations involving thewe components. As indicated 
by the estiaates, ¥ make© up only a little over 10 per­
cent of 1. fhat is nearly all of Y comes from HT. It 
may be noted that the estimate of H is slightly differ­
ent froa the estimate obtained in fable 5« This may 
have resulted fro® an automatic althou#i slight change 
in the definition of H in the second analysis as a 
function of the nonorthogonality of the data. Since 
the difference in the two estimates of H is one-fourth 
of one percent of the absolute value of H, the discrep­
ancy seems of no practical importance. 
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Oori-oboratlng efidenc© as to the unimportance of 
a general time trend in these data is offered by th© 
information in Table 8, Although a sli^ t upward trend 
is evident, most of the variance associated with the 
general year effect is in the contrast between the means 
Table 8., Average Production for all Lactations 
by Year Lactation was Ccaapleted 
lear Ave, prod, (lbs) lo. record® 
1943 421 3S1S 
1944 420 4780 
1945 4S5 5457 
1946 432 5849 
1947 439 5951 
for 194S and 1944, and the means for the last three 
years. The reason for th© decided rise in average pro­
duction from 1944 to 1945 is not evident. However, the 
variation in the yearly means given in Table 8 involves 
some year-'to-year change in th® cows in the several 
herds as well as the general year influence. 
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B, Paternal Half Sister Correlation 
fo oomptite the correlation among paternal half 
sisters, th© portion of the intra-herd variance asso­
ciated with the sire had to b© ascertained. Since 
paternal half sisters have a eoiamon sir©, the variance 
within groups of paternal half sisters would he reduced 
hj an amount associated, with the true difference among 
aires. 
Th® model chosen for determining ti» component 
of variance attributable to the sir© is similar to the 
one indicated on p&g© SS. 
%jkl ^i + ^ij + ®lk + J^ikl + ®ljkl* 
The diff©rene© in th® two expressions is that the 
above equation assuaes th© separation of the variance 
attributable to the cow effect into two additive 
components# The first, S, is associated witti the sire 
effect and the second, P, is associated with (piki) 
real difference® among cows which have a coramon sire. 
Table 9 gives th© analysis of variance made to 
deteOTine the paternal half sister correlation. Some 
f&tol© 9. An&lysis of Varlanc# 4aong Sir®#, 
Patei»al Half Slsteps, and FmiX Sisters 
Somr©© d/f M#an 
square 
iixj»©et©d e^ Mpoaition of tmmi squar® 
Total 
AsttKig herds 
Among slr®s 
witMln • herds 
Imeng paternal 
lualf sisters 
Among full 
sistars 
WitMn e©w 
H = 3947 
23,SS9 
292 
4,041 
7,123 
948 
10,926 
« 741 
10,498 
34g,207 
11,083 
7,311 
7,797 
3,729 
1 + ,9991 4- .999P + .999S + .dSSH 
E + 19.177Y -t- 2.34EP + 14.gl4S t 79.48gH 
E + ,77SY+ 1.898P + € .741S 
E .449Y+ 1.880P 
S + .474y -t- l.897F» 
B -f Y 
Components 
jp s 2090 F » 2S87 1 • 3214 y = 615 
® F is used to designate the variance due to real diff@r©ne©s between full 
sisters. 
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of tla® ©oaparlsoas eiaoiag data^ ters of the same sire 
were eomparlsons between full sistei's. Full sisters 
escpecteci to b© more alike than half sisters. If 
this is the actual situation, i^ orlng the full sisters 
would bias the estimate of the paternal half sister 
correlation toward being too large. To avoid this, the 
sum of squares associated with differences among full 
sisters was subtracted from the suia of squares for dif­
ferences among cow® bj the sa©e sire, Ki© remainder 
was a sum of squares associated only with differences 
saong paternal half sisters* 
Istimates of X end 1 were available from Table 5. 
By using these values the other components could be 
estimated. The correlation between paternal half sisters, 
all kept in the same herd with their records appropriately 
adjusted for the influence of yearly herd environmental 
variations, is .123  ^ If the correlation is 
evaluated ipiorlng the X co»ponent, a value of .120 is 
obtained., Th® components E and S are increased and P is 
decreased, but the ratio is hardly affected when X is not 
considered. In a population In which X is a much larger 
fraction of the total variance than it is in the present 
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data,, it would ba-re more Influenee on the correlation, 
'Sim distributioii of intraclass correlations involv­
ing more than two components is not knowi exactly. 
Sattertb-ifait© (194©) has given an approximate distribu­
tion of variance components from whicli tb© correlations 
are derived* Howevert the sampling errors of the com­
ponents making up the correlation are correlated. Hence, 
knowledge of th© sampling errors of the components does 
not give a good approach to making a probability state­
ment eonesi'ning th© correlation. But significance of 
th© correlation csja be tested by the F test of the mean 
squares involved in eetiBmting the components. "Ehe 
paternal half sister correlation from these data is 
significant beyond th© fiwOl) level. 
M estimate of heritability can be obtained in 
randoa breeding populations by multiplying the half 
sister correlation by four, after first correcting for th© 
©nvironaental contribution. Evaluating this environmen­
tal influence, however, is difficult. Harely can it be 
determined directly. If the estimate of heritability 
(.812) obtained from the intra-herd dati^ ter-dam regres-
(J" g /CJ~2 
sion (page 79) can b© assumed to represent G / X , an 
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©stiaat© ea» be mad© of the ©nvlromental contribution 
to tlie paternal half sister correlation. 
'ftie diagram below illustrates the relations 
between th© breeding values (S) and th© fat yields (X) of 
two paternal half sisters# Ea©h is_expressed as a 
deviation from th@ir herd means, and th© fat yields are 
adjusted for yearly herd environmental influences* 
Assuming the genio correlation between mates of a sire 
to be •! and the genie correlation between the sire and 
dais (m) to b© zero, r^  ^equals ,275 where heritabillty 
is ,212 as estimated from th© intra-herd dau^ ter-dam 
regression. If th© above assumptions are reasonable, 
th# environmental contribution to the likeness between 
1,0 = +. 
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paternal half sisters is of about th® same magnitude es 
th® oontrlbutlon from the average effect of similar genee 
whieh they possess# Since th© varianc# Y was removed 
before ooapiating th© pateamal half sister correlation, 
it iiotild appear that most of the ©nvlronaaental contri­
bution to the correlation should already have been 
discounted# However, wh©n J is ignored in computing th© 
correlation the value is^ .120, which ia practically th© 
same as th© value obtained when T was removed first. If 
we were to assume that all of th© environmental corre­
lation between paternal half slstera is caused by Y, we 
would obtain an estimate of nearly .5 for intra-herd 
herltability* Ihis can be contrasted with the value ,21 
obtained frcm much of .th© same data by the daughter-dam 
regression. Apparently considerable environmental corre­
lation remains in the paternal half sister congelation 
although the physical eaus© or basis for it is not clean 
Tkm existence of an enviroi»®ntal correlation 
between paternal half sisters limits the efficiency of 
the progeny average as an indicator of the sire's geno­
type. Xf each dau^ ter.has one record, the correlation 
between the genotype of the sire- and the average 
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production of his n daughters, can 136 expressed as: 
rs X » g/2 & ..A (random raating assumed). 1 /tj^  ^
The phenotypie correlation between paternal half sisters 
Ctj^ ) Is .125. This correlation would be g^ r^ Q or .058 
If paternal half sisters ¥/ere alike only because of the 
genes they have In common and if heritability is esti­
mated correctly froM the dau^ ter-dam regression. Where 
a sire has five dau^ iters, would be ,411 with t^  
equal to ,12S, but .452 If txx equals .058. Each addi­
tional daughter furnishes proportionately less informa­
tion about the breeding value of the sire, especially 
if the environmental correlation between the daughters is 
increased. In the limit where the nxaaber of dau^ iters 
becomes infinitely large, rg x would approach 1.0 if the 
correlation between pateraal half sisters was only 
However, the limit in the present case is 
or .656. The envlroniaental correlation 
bet*ie©n paternal half sisters and the assumption that 
th© mates of the sire were related (c = .1) has reduced 
the value toward which r^  ^asymptotes as n becomes large. 
In Table 9 the variance between full sisters (F) 
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is lar^ r than the vari&no® "between paternal half 
sister® {P)» f*all sister® h&f© both sire and dam in 
©oamon and shomld b©' alike in half th© gems they 
possess# Only if the ©nvironaental correlation between 
paternal half sisttrs is much larger than th© environ­
mental correlation between full sisters would F be 
expected to b© greater than P. ,lh© reason for th© 
greater Tariane© between full sisters in these data is 
not clear# However# the full sisters appear to be a 
selected group of cows in that their average production 
is 447 pounds as contrasted to 429 pounds for all cows, 
iierds with hi^er mean production also tend to have 
greater iatra-herd variability. In so far as this 
ffllght be true, the variance (!') between records of the 
same cow may be ©cwaewhat larger for full sisters than 
th© pooled ©stiaat© from all cows* If the value of E' 
in the mean square between full sisters were larger than 
th© value substituted |th@ pooled estimate), the estimat© 
of F would contain soffl© contribution from the error 
variance and would in effect b® too large. 
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C. Maternal fialf Sister Correlation 
In the preceding seotion the estimate of the 
•Mariano® aasociated. with real differences among sires 
was used to estimate the paternal half slater correla­
tion# A similar procsdmre involving the progeny clas­
sified. aoeordlng to their daia, whereby the correlation 
hetwecm maternal half sisters can he estimated, is 
followed in this section. ®i© ©qiaation or mathematical 
model assiimed for ©aeh lactation was: 
"^ ijkl «>A-+ i^ + i^j + + B^ ikl + ®ijkl' 
Bie component of variance associated with the effect 
of the dam is defined as D, This component repre­
sents th© variance resulting jointly from the genetic 
eontribmtion of th© dam and, of course, other conditions 
which were alike for all daughters of a dam hut differed 
for other herd mates. If a aateraal influence on pro­
duction resulting from intra-uterine environmental 
effect® is truly present, it would contrihute to D also, 
TM.B maternal effect, representing an environmental 
influence of th# dam on the offspring, might well be 
appTOciable for traits such m weaning wei^ t of pigs 
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or beef 0al¥es.« Howeyerji it seems imlikely that such an 
inftoen©© is importamt for a trait like fat produotioii 
which is not expressed laatil at least tw or three years 
after birth. 
Th© eomponent of variance• associated with is 
designated !• It represents th© varianc® due to real 
dlffer@nc®s aaong cows all from the same d^.. In a 
randoffi breeding population th© "^arianc© of true differ­
ences between aatemal half sisters should include 
fabl® 10 givef the analysis of variance used to 
estiaat© B and !• fhe am of squares for differences 
between full sisters was subtracted from the mm. of 
scp&res among cows within dam, fhe remainder would be 
associated with differences among maternal half Bisters 
freed from the comparisons between full sisters, The 
values of the components 1 and Y were taken from Table 
5 to solve th© equations for the mean squares among 
Hi&ternal half aisters and among dams within herd, 
Tim correlation between raaternal half sisters 
kept in the s^aa© herd# with their records appropriately 
•+ most of -V most of 
fati© 10. Aaalysis- of Variane® AMoag Daas 
Maternal Half Sisters and Full sisters 
G/f ' M&Q 
sqmr© 
Expected eoi^ osttlsn of mean aqmr® 
f otal 
Asmng herds 
4B0*$g daaig 
wltMQ hopds 
Aaong aateriaal 
Imlf sisters 
AiaoQg full 
sisters 
WitMn cow 
S33,S29 10,498 
292 342,g0f 
S + .mQl + .ttSM + •99tD .995a 
1 + 19a7fY -V 2.34gM + 5.384D -»-?9,482H 
9,621 8,854 1 + .570Y +- 1.871M -t- 2.322i) 
1,543 7,695 E + ,549Y -h 1.840M 
948 7,797 E + .474Y + 1,897F 
10,986 3,729 S + Y 
H = 4054 D s 455 
Gomponeats 
M « 2282 F = 2287 E • 3214 Y s 515 
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eorreefced first for •year-to-jear environmental influence. 
Is estimated tsj tli® ratio P » This correlation 
D •+- M -h E 
is .077 in these data. lerertheless, this seems to be 
a slight tmd©re®ti®at© of the actual similarity between 
a&tern&l half sisters in these data. In this study 
801S of the total of 9914 dams had only one daughter. 
With only on© or two sires in service at a time a 
number of tti© intra-herd coaparisons between dams 
invGlv© contrasts between paternal half sisters, Sliis 
would make the aean square among daais too small, since 
there would not be a sire difference in all the compai^  
isons between dsias. Ttm ooaponent M as computed from 
the mean square aaong maternal half sisters includes a 
full sire coaponent (S). ihen M is substituted in the 
equation for the mean square smong dams within herd, 
too much is subtracted, thus leaving an mderestimate of 
X), 
An estimate of S was available from Table 9, litis 
can b® used to indicate the reduction in the mean square 
among daas for those cases where the dam® are represented 
by progeny which are paternal half sisters. In another 
way of thinking, S would be the reduction in the mean 
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square a® a result of holdlsag the sire constant. Prom 
sampling a f®w of tii© herds it appeared that about ..15 
of the intre-lierd ©omparlsons between daas involved com­
parisons between, paternal half sister®. Ihe average 
valme of M in th© mean square among dasis would be (.15) 
(S) ©mailer than th© eatimate of M obtained directly 
froffl the eomparlson of maternal half sisters. 
If the D oomponent is corrected thus for tl:^  
influence of the eomsion sir© in ©cm® of the comparisons, 
the correlation between aateraal half sisters rises to 
.090, ffiie estimate of the D component then becomes 
556». If the X cOTiponent of variance is ignored in 
eistiffiating th@ correlation, a value of .086 is obtained. 
Again the values of the individual components are 
influenced much more hj ignoring X than is the ratio 
needed to evaluate the correlation. 
In these data estimates of variance due to real 
differences between maternal half sisters (M), paternal 
half si©ters{P), and full sisters (F) could be made, 
!&eoretleally» these should furnish an estimate of 
varlanoe attributable to maternal effects end indicate 
th© possible iaportanc© of variance due to dominance 
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deflations. Subtracting 1 from P should give an esti­
mate of varlane© associated with maternal influence. 
Sine® P is saaller than M, pjpesm&bly as a result of 
stTOHger environmental eorrelatlon "between paternal 
half sisters, th© ©stimate is negative. 
farianc© between full sisters should b© less than 
that between paternal half sisters by & quantity equal 
to the dam eomponent i'B) plua one-quarter of the 
variance due to dominanee deviations. Full sisters are 
expeeted to be alik® for one-quarter of the gene pairs 
wliieh would be expeeted to eontribute to dominance 
A 
deviations between kalf sisters or unrelated individuals 
(Fisher 1918U Sae differene© between M and P-h F also 
should furnish an estimate of the importance of domi­
nance deviations, leither of the two alternatives are 
useful in these data# since the estimate of P was much 
l^arger than would be expected theoretically. 
B. Heritability 
Heritability was estimated by doubling the intra-
herd regression of daughter on dam. Lush (1949) compared 
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a nwaMT of methods for estimating heritability of 
eharact©yi®ti©s of fawa. livestock. The intra-sire 
regresaion of dau^ter on daii has been a moat conven­
ient scheme for estimating heritability of fat prod-ue-
tion in dairy cattle* Lush (1949) indicates several 
advantages of the intra-sir® regression to estimate 
heritability. .Most of the heM differences, 
presiiaably largely ©nvironiaentsl, would b© removed in 
the differences between sires# Complete removal would 
result, however, only if all of a sire's daughters and 
mates are bom and kept in the sam© herd, V^here data 
are collected over a long period of time, trends in 
manageaent may be a potent contributor to the resem­
blance between dau#iter and dam on an intra-herd basis« 
•fh© progeny of a sire are usually contemporaries and 
most of the variance attributable to managemental trends 
would go into the differences among sires. 
An argument for using the regression instead of 
the correlation, is that the dams are usually a selected 
group# ©le dams should represent a sample with lower 
variability than the population from which they were 
chosen# Such selection would tend to lower the correlation 
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between dau^ iter and dea, but selection of the indepen­
dent Tariate irould not bias the regression (Eisenhart 
1959). 
Lush (1948) points out a further eaution that if 
selection of the dma® was not solely on the basis of 
their ovn pheaotypes for the trait being considered, 
the regression may be biased toward smallness. The 
magnitude of this possible bias is conditioned by the 
amount of attention given the auxiliary Information 
and by th© intrlnsio relation between the other items 
and the genie value for the oharaeter under considera­
tion# 
For these data the herds in which both the dau^ ters 
and the daias aade their records could be easily identi­
fied and the data were collected within five years during 
which there was not an important time trend. Thus, the 
Intra-heM rather th&n th© intra-slre regression was com­
puted in th® present study, 13.16 average of all avail­
able records of th© daughter and th© deaa was used to 
eompure the dau^ ter-daa regression. As pointed out by 
Lush .{1942) the variance of th© dsms with an average of 
n recoMs is only 1 -t- (n-l)v of the variance calculated 
n 
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for a random single record, of each dam (v is the repe^ at-
ability of records of the same cow). Thns the regres­
sion computed by using the average of all records of the 
dam would be higjrier than that obtained using a random 
record of the da®. 
The linear model used to express a lactation fat 
yield of the clam 1st 
®14k 
where>^  denotes the general mean 
hj^  denotes the effect coraraon to the J^ th herd 
yj_j denotes the effect common to the J_th year 
in the i^ th herd 
®ljk d.enotes the effect of permanent influ­
ences of the cow plus temporary environ­
mental circimstances and random errors 
In evaluating the record. 
The average of all available records was used in 
this study; thus, the observation for a given dam was: 
Xik ">1. "*• h^  + J  ^ 1 3  -r e r r o r .  
H.k 
"^llc average of all records of the kth dam in the 
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iie,rd, and a dot in the notation indicates siamaation 
over that auhsoript# For exeiaple, total 
nmbei' of reeopds mad© by the kth cow in the ith herd 
for all years {J) the cow was in th© t^h herd* In th© 
right member of the equation the J, or year notation 
has no aieaning except in the term involving the year 
effect* For simplieity it is eliminated from all other 
terms. In the error for temporary environanental 
circumstances and the randcm error in evaluating the 
record would be divided toy hut the permanent 
influence of the cow would not be divided. In terms of 
components th® expected or average values of the uncor­
rected total sum of squares,, uncorrected sum of squares 
among herds, and the correction tern ares 
(a) Total 
.(1.V] a n.*/A.^ + n., 
Cb) Ataong herds 
1 
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(c) Correction term 
Ji» • 
Prom these three basic equations the composition 
of each calculated sum of squares can be expressed in 
terms of the components of variance indicated in the 
original model. The error component as defined by the 
above model represents the intra-herd variance of the 
dams with an average of n5_^ ij records, where each record 
has been corrected for yearly herd environmental effects. 
In most dairy data a given dam may have several 
daughters with production records. Some additional 
inforfflation is furnished by the added daughters, but 
the Information is not in direct proportion to the 
number of daug-jhters. Inaccuracies in sampling the genes 
of the dam are reduced, bu.t the failure of the dam's 
pheriotyp© to reflect accurately the genes she possesses 
Is not influenced. In these data the number of daug^ iters 
per dain varied from one to six with a mean of 1,4, Hie 
dam's average was repeated for each of her daughters in 
computing the daughter-dara covarlance. Vvhile including 
all daui^ iters furnishes added information, the number 
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©f degrees of freedom for ©stlmating the intra-herd 
eovarlanc© is somewhat less than the total number of 
dau^ ter'-dtm pairs airms the number of herds, although 
more than the total nuaber of daas Minus th© nmber of 
herds.. 
Determining th© intra-herd coTarianc© between 
dau^ ter end dara, free from the influence of years 
within herd, beeomes somewhat involved in the actual 
computation, althou^ i it is straightforward in 
principle. Most of this tediousness results from 
using the average of all available records for the 
individual phenotype, and from the variation in the 
number of records which make up each cow*s average. 
Where is the average effect of the genes on 
fat production included as a jjortion of the error in 
the model on page 71, the equation for expressing the 
average phenotypio value of the daia iss 
i^k  ^^i31c^ i.1 + -V- errort 
Hk 
Likewise the equation for the dau^ ters isj 
+ Sik +- error. 
-----a 0 
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The subscript indicates the ath daug^ iter of the 
kth dam. ?alues for a go from one to six, and when 
summation over k is indicated for the dams the value for 
the kth dam Is included for each of her dau^ iters. 
In terms of the components Indicated in the pre­
ceding models the expected values of the uncorrected 
total cross products, the uncorrected cross prodiicts 
among herds, and the correction term are: 
(a) Total 
E 
~ (plk§A-^+^lka ^(^i jk) (^i jk^ ^ 
i^.k i^.ka 
(b) iteong herds 
E 
ka *^ iki 
ni 
T 
k "ik^  \ 
n i. 
n 
i e )  Correction term 
E fc ])(?•} 
n. 
.2Z 
i. 
n. .U'^ + ^  n. 4ll 
n. i^tk 
iCT-. 
%.ka 
n. 
 ^ .Si 
n. 
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Fi»oa the®© equations the eompoaition of the 
total, among herd, and within herd cross products can 
he expressed in tems of the components of covariance 
indicated hj th© mod# 1b on page 74, The intra-herd 
eo¥arlan©«, when freed of the environmental contrihu-
fable 11, Analysis of ?arianc0 for Dams 
Where th© Production las Available 
Source d/f Mean 
square 
Expected composition 
Total S562 9,067 E + .571 Y + ,995 H 
Aa»ng herds 289 51,255 E + 5.605 y + 11,572 H 
Within herd 3073 5,100 E + ,286 y 
Components 
H r 5640 1 s 4952 y « 516 
tion, is an ©stlmat© of half the gsnetic variance among 
th© dams. 
Tables 11 and 12 give the analyses for estimating 
the intra-herd variance of the dms and the intra-herd 
covariance between dau^ ,ter and dam# 
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©stimat© of y from the analysis in Table 7 
was substituted in tke above mean squares and covar-
lanees. In all but three of the original 293 herds 
tlier® were daughters with at least on© complete lacta­
tion who80 dams had also completed one lactation during 
Table 12. Inalysis of Covariance 
for 4,764 Dauf^ ter-dam Pairs 
Source d/f Covar- Expected composition 
lance of covariance 
fotal 4762.2 4,721 a/2 .196 Y + .995 H 
Mong herds •481.4 40,451 a/2 + 1.847 Y -1- 9.839 H 
Within herds 4280.8 70S G/2 + 
o
 
o
 • y 
Components 
H « 5944 Q/2 « 698 Y « 515 
the period 1945 to 1947, Because the cows involved as 
either daughters or dam© made up a large fraction of the 
total eows involved in the analysis of Table 7, the value 
of X in this sample would probably not differ much from 
the estiaat© of Y asstamed. 
For the analysis of covariance the degrees of 
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freedom listed in fable 12 are th® expected, n^ ber of 
Q/2 covariance components in th© respective cross 
products. Where each dam has only one dau^ iter in the 
analysis, in the last term of th© equation for the 
cross product among herds is alisajs one. In those 
eases th® expected .number of Q/2 components in th© total 
cross product is the number of dams rainus on®, in the 
cross product, among herds it is th© number of herds 
minus one, .end in the cross product within herds the 
number of d.ams minus the number of herds. However, 
when several daughters of the saae da« are included 
th© above relations do not hold* The value of n^ j^j. 
will vary from on© to si:^  in the present data. Tixe 
expected number of Q/2 components in the cross products 
among herds will b® greater then the number of herds, 
then the expected number of q/2 components in the intra-
herd cross products is necessarily less than the total 
number of daughters minus the number of herds. Disre­
garding this situation biases the estimate of the intra-
herd covarianoe towajfd smallness. Where the intra-sire 
regression is used this is generally not so important, 
although there are some instances where a dam will have 
more than one dau^ ter by the same sire. In other farai 
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anliaals, such as swine where full sisters are more 
abmdant, this tolas may he appreeiable even on an intra-
sir® basis# 
From the results indieated in Tables 11 and 12 
th© total regression of dau^ ter on daia was .521, 
ignoring th© infltienc© of coiamon herd ©nirironiaent# On 
an intra-herd basis, «here the inLflueno© of year-to-
year ©hanges in he^ rd environment was considered, the 
regrassion of dau^ ter on dam was .141« Bi© large 
differenee between •SSI and .141 emphasizes the 
importane© of diseounting the effect of herd differen­
ces before msing a dau^ ter-daai regression or correla­
tion to ©stiaate heritability. Ignoring the variance 
dm to years, th®' estimate of the intra-herd regression 
is ,138, By -iiaing th© average of all records for 
dau^ iters and dams, most of th® confusing influence of 
yearly enviroimental changes on the estimate of the 
dau^ ter-dam regression ia averaged out. This is 
especially true with TOgard to the intra-herd covarianoe. 
Bie regressions given above are based on averages 
of n records for the dsmsj consequently, they are larger 
than th® expected regression calculated by using a 
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single random record, of the dam. Lush and Straus (1942) 
haw given a formula developed "by Cochran to adjust 
regressions calexilated on an average of n records of 
the dam to the regression on a single record basis. 
Where b* Is the regression calculated using averages, 
b is the regression of on the basis of a single record, 
n is the mean number of record,s for the dams and v is 
the repeatability of lactations of the sain,e cow, we 
have the following relation 
If all dams had exactly n records, it can be readily seen 
that th© first tem in the parenthesis would be suffi­
cient. When n varies for the different dams, as in the 
IJresent instance, the second term is also necessary# 
After the intra-herd regressions are adjusted to 
a single-record basis and multiplied by two, the esti­
mates of the herltabillty of differences in single lacta­
tion records appropriately adjusted for year effects is 
,212, The estimate ignoring the infliience of years is 
.201, The 95 percent confidence limits for the estimate 
of herltabillty ignoring the influence of years are ,150 
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to .255* Iliese seem wide In view of the amount of data 
used to estimate the regression; however, doubling the 
regression coefficient to estimate heritability also 
doubles the sampling errors, 
lo correction of the estimates of heritability 
could be made for the possible Influence of inbreeding, 
since reliable information as to the degree of inbreed­
ing among American Jerseys was not available. If the 
results of the studies of the amount of Inbreeding in 
other breeds of American dairy cattle (Lush 1946 p. 032) 
are indicative of the situation in the Jersey breed, the 
correction for the effect of Inbreeding is so small that 
it could be neglected xiith little difference in the 
result, where the mating system is based on consanguin­
ity and each herd is considered as a breeding group, 
inbreeding would have reduced the genetic variance of 
the dam from that expected under random mating. The 
covariance between daughter and dam would also be reduced 
by the same fraction. For the regression of daughter on 
dam the numerator of the coefficient would be reduced a 
bit more proportionately than the denominator. However, 
when the degree of inbreeding is no greater than indicated by 
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Lus3a (1946) the regf^ ession, and thus the heritahility 
estimate would be influenced very little. 
E, Bi© Index 
For traits, such as fat production, which may be 
expressed several times during an animal's lifetime, 
the phenotypes of the several individuals in the herd 
will be known with different degrees of accuracy 
depending largely upon the number of records for each 
Individual. An index involving repeatable traits must 
take into account this variation in the accuracy with 
which the Individual phenotypes are known, in addition 
to the variation in the amount of information furnished 
by the progeny. How ¥»ould the attention given each 
item in the index shift if a cow's phenotype were based 
on an average of many records rather than on only one 
record? Similarly , when the number of daughters varies 
how does the ©mi)hasis on the progeny shift? The path 
coefficient analysis (Wright 1954) seemed most promising 
to obtain a genei-al view of how the index would change 
as these items varied. 
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Ki© path coefficient seheme considered in the 
present studj is giv^ n in. Figure 2« Itiis diagram is 
intended to depict the situation,existing mong indl-
Tiduals kept in th.e sani© herd. Likewise, the index to 
he derived Is intended for selection among enimals in 
th® saae herd.. The diversity of managemental regimes 
from herd to herd md the paucity of information con­
cerning the portion of th© inter-herd differences which 
are genetic sake it difficult to develop an accurate 
method to discriminate between the breeding values of 
two individuals in different herds. Most choices of 
females Involve intra-herd selection, but presumably 
most choices of one sir© instead of another involve 
inter-herd selection. 
Definition of S^ ymbols 
G s breeding value for a given character 
U s coittblned effect of environment* dominance, and 
epistasis 
f s cow's phenotypic average^  
I^ndividual phenotypes are expressed as a dif­
ference froa th© herd average# 
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? t dau^ ter*s phenotfplc aTerage^  
¥ t dsm*s plieftotyple mer&B® 
'U s maternal Jaalf siste'r's phenotyplc average 
¥ t paternal half eister*® phsnotypic average 
ab i Mendelian segregation- 1/2 1+r 
ur 
© t genie correlation (relationship) "between mates of 
a sire 
n s number of obaervations per Individual (np), (n^ ) 
etc. or 
ninaher of individ-uals in a related group (n^ ), (n^ )» 
in^) m 
m t genie correlation between a sir© and his mates; a* 
is the genie correlation between a sire and his 
mates for the preceding generation 
t I phenotyple correlation between members of a related 
group 
V { repeatability or correlation between different obser­
vations of the same individual 
Other lower case letters indicate path coefficients 
Ifhe group phenotypes may be considered either as 
an average or a sum when the correlations and standard 
partial regression coefficients are to be detemined. If 
a different expression is more practical to use in the 
actual calculation of th® index, this can be accommodated 
when the partial regression coefficients are deterjained. 
sg 
'W 
Flgaxi! 2# f&th Qmftt&imt Hlmgrsm Showing tli® Blom®trio 
'sielB-tiom. Bitweeu. a Cow*8 Fl®ia©tfp® <1)^  imr Breeding 
lain® (%)# &M. tM ?li©3n0tfp®# «M Br«®diiig Values of 
:a0r Cites® B®l©tiws. 
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Tlx® appropriate prediction diagrm, using the 
information given in Figure 2 iss 
®ie prediction equation or index would then be 
I r t byf -1- bgS" t b^ O + bpT 
where tb© b*s ar© regression coefficients chosen to 
a'axlmize and th© independent variables are as 
defined on pages 85 and 84. 
Use of the correlation approach for devising an 
index requires ©:xpr#ssing or evaluating the correlations 
between th© breeding value {0^ ) of the individual being 
indexed, and each of the ph®notypic observations used 
as Independent variables* All possible correlations 
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between those phenotypie observations are needed also, 
these oorrelatlons wer© derived in general terms using 
Wrigb,t»s method of path coeffioients. Tlie two general 
uses of the path eoefflcient method are to analyze a 
correlation into its various parts and to express the 
degree to which the variance of the dependent variable 
is detemined by ©aoh of the causal factors. A concise 
statement of the application of path coefficients for 
these two purposes is given in the article by Wright 
{1921, p. 114-115) and restated In detail by him later 
CWri#it 19S4U 
For illustration a portion of Figure 2 is reproduced 
in Figure 5 to show the bioaetric relation between the 
phenotype of the d^ Eii and that of her daughters, A simple 
case is illustrated in (a) of Figure 3 where the dam has 
one record and she in turn has only on© daughter with a 
single record. 
For the situation in (a) of Figure 5s 
ryj « g%b (1 + a) 
A »ore general situation is illustrated in (b) of 
Piipire 3. 
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(a) 
fipire Biojwtrie titlatl€sM s. Dam*® Piienotyp® 
CSl «nd til© Avwsg© of 'ier I>®ii^ t;®rs (T). 
Si# S» hm »e©rd.s mad she iias nj d&u^ iters ©acli 
with mm'Ms* tn %hl6 mom eas® 
rjJY • 
S g^ nb 
N 
X » ; <1 -f- a) 
% 
^ 
ti 
J 
rTiEy.i;i? ^  
Iter 
JL^ — (i+ffl). 
ii" 
A list 0f tlie iieed#^  ©orr#latioM between fcii® ifcerae 
is Pigii» 2 mm giwm Uel&w»^ 
* •^ 
N 
TT1%ZJIt 
*• 
nsy^ iJT 
IS 
Mm (3.+-IB) 
rjrcijriit^  ci^ ®*) 
'**If a e«il3ia«tiaa of eoaasqaguiu# and pbenotypie 
assortiw asti»g i» Imimg pmct imA wi th in  m herd ,  mgXm t  
of e»s miaof tome my mot psimit sew of th& ©orrela-
tions t© fee ©oi»td®f^ i ©»et* . How«i^ ©r, teiias »iil 
fee so small In ims%- eiremttsaees feat their influence 
Gn tlie setml Tmlmes of th® eeyr® lations geTOmlly can to® 
negleetad. la botlj Fi®wp® 2 and is tJb® ®ox-r©lations 
glfen liere tli© »l&tioii«Mp h®tmmn dlff©r#nt sire® taat@4 
to a p&rtlettlsf cow in assnsea %& ba Eero* Likewise, th® 
r#lati»8Mp between tii« ®ii?ee of oae gtJi©ration and th® 
Blms SBfi &.mmm of tba pyeeedlag geTOr&tlon i» assm®d to 
1» zem» 
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l+Cn|-.i)too 
VQ^j - ga%3^  ltlnp.iiv^ n-(n^ il)tpp (l+an'-^ o) 
Plienotyplo Correlations 
^TT • 
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n. 
E. 
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ri; 
'R 
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-
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falues for the b*s in the index illustrated on page 86 
are obtained by first solving the system of nomal equa 
tions in standard measure indicated belovi, 
fix + ^7 "TESPp " 
Pj t r^ p « 
-
+ O^xZ 
o^^  ^ p • 
rf^  + rf^ o t Pp « 
h^© from the solution of the above equations give 
the b's, or partial agression coefficients, by the 
relation b^  ^•  ^• 
A general solution for the jB*s iras not easily 
obtainable# Hi® solution in any case would have been 
so complesE that the utility of ttie expressions for the 
JB*s would be practically nil, Even in a simple case 
when only infomation on the cow (X) and her daughter 
(T) is to b© considered in the index, the expressions 
for the are clumsy* In the case shown in Figure 5 
(b), where the cow*8 phenotype end the phenotypic 
average of her daugb.ters are used as an index and m » o 
but the expression is kept general for the number of 
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records per Indlvidiml and number of daughters 
P x '  ^  
r 
% 
fe 
n. 1 "x 
(ny-l)V yi* 
1-a^ aV^  /_,.^ . ••.•J\/-
and 
 ^- gab> 
n-, 
iT (ny.xT?" 1-v Cn^ .i) t 
'JL. (rRnx-.i)v^  
% \ / "y \ / "T 
x^-1^ V y^yj 
It seemed more logical to evaluate the correlations 
involved in a given situation and then solve the systein 
iteratively for the JB's. After solving several special 
cases the consequence of variation in number of records 
for each individual and in number of individuals in a 
progeny average could be viewed. 
For simplicity in evaluating the correlations, the 
path coefficient from breeding value of parent to breed­
ing value of offspring is considered to be one-half. 
Wright (1921) has shown that ab equals ^  ilC^  where f' li f 
and f refer to the inbreeding coefficients of the parents 
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and offspring respeetl-rely. Unless the population is 
being inbred rapidly or is being outoroased widely, f 
and f' will b© almost exactly the sam© and the value of 
&b is one-half.. 
®i© estimates of repeatability, paternal imlf 
sister correlation^  ^maternal sister correlation and 
heritability used to eiraluate these correlations were 
those computed where tdie yearly influences were ignored, 
I^ oring those makes the findings more representative 
of the situation under practical conditions where much 
of the year-to-year variation is left in the individual 
phenotypes. Ifee estimates are a^ peatability# .4125 
paternal half ©ister correlation, .120; maternal half 
sister correlation, .086j and herltability, .201. Ihe 
genlc correlation between sire and dam (m) was assumed 
to be zero. It cannot b© far frcm zero if moat of the 
sires used in a herd ar© purchased from different 
breeders, llae genie correlation (relationship) between 
dams or the mates of a sire (c) is asstaned to be ,1, 
Ho estimate of c was mad© from the dams* pedigrees in 
the present study. liowever# when most of the dams are 
bom in the hei^  where they produce their offspring, c 
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probablj will laav« a real value, laish (1942) has indi­
cated that th® a¥©rag® relationship between mates of a 
sire would b© 8 to 12 percent if on©-third ar© half 
slaters, one-third are three-quarter sisters unrelated 
to the half sisters# and there are a few sets of full 
sister® or dau#iter-dam pair®. 5M.S would be fairly 
close to the ^neral situation in the many herds where 
only one sire ia used at a time, .and he is kept in 
serrie© for about two years, no line breeding is 
practiced, and th© females are all raised from heifers 
bom in the herd# Helationship would be less in larger 
herds or whew feaales continue to be purchased, but it 
would b© more in th© few herd® which practice a consider­
able amount of line breeding# 
fh© airerage of the deviation of all records from 
th© herd average is considered the phenotype of an indi­
vidual in the diagram of Figure 2« In the progeny 
averages, each individual is assmaed to have the same 
number of records, but the average number can range 
from 1 to n in specific oases covered by the diagram. 
If the individual phenotypic averages making up the 
group average are not equally variable (ntamber of 
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observations for each Individual not the same), th® 
paths from the individual phenotypes to the group aver­
age do not all fiav© th@ same value, Ihen several records 
of th© same cow w«r© av#rag©d> the assumption that each 
record was equally variable and had proportionately the 
BBSie influence on the average seems to be reasonable 
(Berry 1946 p. 5661# However, the above assumption ia 
not tenable for the progeny average unless each indi­
vidual has the saae number of records, ihere the indi­
viduals have different numbers of records, the situation 
could be remedied by using only a single unselected 
record for each individual (e.g. the first record), Tlils 
would b© diseasing some of th© available informationi 
thus, it is not an efficient solution to the problem. 
3!he variance of averages of n records is l-v{n-l)Y 
n 
times th© variance of eingl© records. An average of n 
records of a cow more accurately evaluates the true pro­
ductiveness of th© cow than does a single record. Thus, 
if cows with one, two, or more records are being combined 
for a progeny average or sua, the average of each cow 
should b© wei^ted by th© reliability with which that 
average indicates th© cow's true average, fhis can be 
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0oasld©r©d in term of thB information contained in 
©aeh average wMoh Fisher {1947) has desipiated . 
Eaeh eow*s average deviation from th© herd mean should 
he multiplied toy to be properly wei^ ted. 
Siis weighting can be accomplished simply by using 
for each 60w*s phsnotype her estimated real producing 
ability instead of her actual average. Lush (1945) has 
shown that a cow*s real producing ability as a deviation 
from the herd average i® equal to 
average). 
'ih®n all individual phenotypes are expressed as esti­
mated real producing abilities, the number of possible 
combination of the independent variables which need to 
'be considered in the index is greatly reduced, Ihe 
weighting takes care of different ntiiabers of observations 
for each individual, and only the problem of different 
numbers of individuals per sir© or dam persists. 
Th0 choice of the proj>©r herd average is a complex 
problem, Por cattle the yearly herd average will be 
subject to much saapling variation if the number of cows 
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per herd is small. For this reason alone, the yearly 
herd average will not b® a wholly reliable estimate of 
the true herd mem. Pur the more, year-to-year changes 
in th© herd average are a fimetion both of changes in 
herd environment and of changes in the cow composition. 
Ixpressing each record as a deviation from th® yearly 
herd avera^  introduces an uncertain amount of true 
cow diffeTOnc© into the comparisons or contrasts between 
records of the same cow# ®iis quantity will vary from 
situation to situation and would be more pronounced for 
heM averages Made up ©f records from only a few cows. 
Since the auatoer of cows per herd is usually small, 
it is suggested that a moving average of the present 
year plus the previous three or four years be used. 
For each successive year the production for the earliest 
year would be replaced by the present year's production. 
This procedure will introduce more yearly differences 
into comparison among cows than if the yearly herd aver­
ages were used; however, the part played by cow differ­
ences In changing the herd average would be decreased. 
Since these data indicate C to be over five times as 
large as Y, th© moving average is a reasonable, though 
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adiaittedlj not a perf^ et solution, 
! •  Inde: r  InclmdlnE o q w * s  own produotion. 
fhe general correlations given on page 90 were 
evaluated and a ntraber of solutions i^ere made to deter­
mine the relative value of information on the individ­
ual''© own performance and the performance of Its 
relatives for predicting the Individual's breeding 
value# Increase in information on one variable will 
alter the attention paid to other variables, depending 
on the correlations between them* To note the impor-
tanoe of different numbers of individuals per sire or 
daai^ solutions were made where information on one of 
the variables shifted, e^g. the number of daughters, but 
the infoi»ation on the other variables remained the same, 
lach variable in turn was treated in a similar manner. 
Solution of a number of specific situations gave the 
p*B which were eonverted to the b*8, Each of the partial 
regression coefficients was multiplied by the constant 
2.7027 since this made the value for b^ equal to 1» 
index for eows with production recoils then is: 
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V V V V V 
S  X  f b j  Y  +  . 42 Z + bo 0 t bp P 
Values for by, bQ, and bp are given in Table 13 for 
different numbers of individ-uals in each sum. The 
value of b^  has be©n adjusted to permit incliiding the 
individual being indexed In the paternal half sister 
sum. Ihis eliminates the necessity of computing the 
sum for paternal half sisters anew for each individual. 
Considerable complexity in the index is avoided by 
including full sisters simply as maternal and again as 
paternal half sisters. 
Ilie phenotypic values for the paternal half sis­
ters, the maternal half sisters, and the daugf-iters can 
be expressed as sums of each individual's real producing 
ability. Th.e rapid Increase in the standard deviation 
of the sum pennits th© partial regression coefficients 
to take on more nearly constant values over the range of 
variation in number of Individuals in each group than 
would the regression coefficients if averages instead of 
sums were used for the paternal and maternal sisters, 
 ^indicates fn individual's most probable pro­
ducing ability. For Y, o, and P the sum of the individ­
ual most pi'obable producing abilities is involved. 
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falsi© 13« Value SI of hj, ho, and bp^  
for Various falues of nj, siB*, and np 
nf by bp 
1 .406 1 .148 
2 • S80 2 .256 
5 .346 3 .203 
4 .518 4 .179 
5 •soo 5 .169 
6 .143 
7 .ISO 
8 .120 
nW m 
9 
10 
.110 
.105 
1 .151 11 .096 
2 .158 12 .090 
5 .126 IS .085 
4 .m 14 .080 
5 .110 15 .076 
20 .060 
®fhe lndlvldua.1 being Indexed is added in np; thus 
when is equal to on®^  X and P are th® same value. 
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Pe« cows will have more tlian one or two daugjiters; thus 
using by equal to *4 and bg equal to ,14 as constants 
for all situations would, introduce little error but much 
simplification in the actttal use of the index. The 
regression coefficients for the paternal half sisters 
shift a bit more than b^  or by over the probable range 
of variation in n^. In practice, soro,© simplification 
might b© Introduced by using four or five values of b^ ,^  
rather than some 15 or 20 as are shown in Table 15. A 
compromise on values of bp for different numbers of 
paternal half sisters might be ,15 for one (actually 
J the cow being indexed)* *22 for two or three, ,16 for 
foiir to six, ,12 for seven to ten, and ,09 for over ten. 
Values of rg j for the above index will shift as 
the ajflount of infonaatlon included in the index varies, 
vsher© the cow has three i=ecords, her dam has three 
records, the cow has one daughter with one record, one 
maternal half sister with two records and four paternal 
half sisters with two records each, r^ j- is ,656 as con­
trast to Tqx of* .576 where selection was solely on own 
phenotype, Eiis would mean that progress ¥;ould be 
about 1.12 times more rapid by using, in addition to 
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tli® cow's records, the infomatlon on her relatives# 
Ihere the eow ims fewer records, the same information 
on the relatives is oomparatively more important. Con­
verse ly, if the eow has more records the comparative 
value of the relatives is reduced.. 
If heritability lirere lower thmi .201, the relatives 
would assme Bore weight in determining the individual's 
index value# Assume heritability is .15, which is the 
loiter five per cent fiducial limit of the estimate from 
these data. Then th® index whei"© the cow had one 
daughter, on© maternal half sister and four paternal 
half sister® ehould be; 
I « .86 X .40 1 i- ,41 I + .16 0 +- .15 P. 
For th© same situation "but where heritahility is asstuaed 
to be .25, which is the upper five per cent fiducial 
limit, the index should h©i 
I - 1.11 I + .40 I -^•42 I -h.15 0 +-.16 ?, 
With higher values of heritahillty the individual's own 
phenotyp# assumes a greater role in determining the index 
value, Sier© is, however, not B..marked shift for the 
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range of values for herltabillty considered here. 
2, laadex for heifers or young "bulls,. 
Own production or dau^ ter® production is not 
avallalble for heifers or young bulls. An animal must 
"be Indexed solely on tha performanee of its relatives, 
fh® diagram in Flgur© 2 will apply to this situation if 
we delet© the Information furnished by the individual's 
phenotyp® (X) and its dau^ iters (X), Since the indi­
vidual's phenotype assuraed th© major role in determin­
ing the index for cows in milk, th© values of the ^ 's 
for th© dam, maternal and paternal half sisters in the 
solution for th® index of cows in production differ 
from those obtained where only the above three items 
are included for a solution. Genetic progress realized 
from selecting the young stock by using an index 
developed separately for individuals without production 
records would be approximately 1.20 times that realized 
by using th® wel^ tlngs of the index for cows with pro­
duction records. Although introducing a separate index 
for the younger aniaials complicates the practical appli­
cation of the index, the additional gain from using the 
index seems to justify its introduction. This index for 
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young anteals las 
V V V 
I « ,65 2 + b-Q 0 +• top P 
where the valm©s for bo »nd bp are determined by th© 
number of maternal 'and paternal half sisters for each 
indlTidmal... 'fabl© 14 gives values for b© and bp for 
fabl© 14. Values of bo and bp for 
farlous fatoes of no and nf. 
nS- bo nf bp np bp 
1 .2SS 1 5^5S' 10 .170 
2 ,220 2 .S16 11 .160 
S • 197 5 .285 12 .152 
4 .181 4 .260 13 .145 
5 .170 5 .259 14 .158 
6 .220 15 .152 
7 .20§ IlkM — 
8 .192 — 
9 .180 20 .108 
different numbers of maternal and paternal half sisters. 
For praetieal use a single value for bo eoTild be used 
and some compromls® to siaplify use of values for bp 
should be considered* 
Efficiency of pedigree selection does not approach 
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that of individual seleotion for aost situations, even 
if lierita'bilitf is as low as .SOI# Ihen available, the 
phenot^ e of the individual should assume a major role 
in deteminimg an individual'® index value. The preci­
sion with which tlie individual breeding values of jovcag 
&nimals ean be predicted is low in any case, ihere the 
dam of a heifer has three record®, one maternal half 
sister has one record and four paternal half sisters 
have one record each, r© x only *561. 2?hls may be in. 
contrasted with *li3.©h is .449 if the individual 
has one ijroduction record. Only when proof on the sire 
and dam is extensive does the pedigree information 
approach the value of a single record for predicting an 
individual's breeding value. Ihere own production is 
not available, is .596 when the dam of the heifer 
has five records, two maternal half sisters have an 
average of two records ©ach and four paternal half 
sisters have one record each. 
fh© variance of an index can be derived by using 
the simple relations for the varimice of a sum where 
the b*s are constants,. Bie variance of the index for 
heifers can b® expressed? 
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Cr 2 g oCJir^ 2 Cv^ vv vv vv 
• t)I Z' +bo 0 + bp P + 2 Gov 20 t 2 Gm ZP ^  2 Gov OP. 
®i© Tariano© of the Index will vary with the quantity of 
infomation available coneenaing each individual. If 
heifers have dams with an average of two reoord-s, one 
maternal sister with on© record, and four paternal 
sisters with one reeord each, th© variance of their index 
values would "be expected to near 1000, For cows in milk 
averaging .two records each with dams averaging three 
records, and the same infonaatlon from half sisters as 
in the preceding ©stample, th© index values -would he 
expected to have a variance of approximately 5000, 
Indexes for cows with production records «111 he 
more variable than those for young heifers. Selection 
should be mad© on th© slse of the index without regard 
to whether there is much or little information on that 
individual* "Hie index will take care of that automatically, 
making th© values coneervative where the pertinent infor­
mation is scanty (rgj is low) and making them vary widely 
when r^j is large. Both the highest and the lowest 
indexes generally will be for cows which already have 
records. If further fre©dc«a to cull existed after the 
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eow8 with the mvf lowest indexes were removed, some of 
the jcmng animals wotild b© removed next,. Ihere the pro-
duetion of a cow is so poor thst the question of culling 
her daughters arisea, genetic progress would be maxi-
ai-^ ed hj culling the cow herself. Her daughter is likely 
to b© nearer the herd average in breeding value. 
In regions where the cost of raising a heifer to 
Biilking ag® is »or© than her beef value, this economic 
circumstance may dictate culling unpromising heifers a 
bit more strictly than one culls the cows which have 
the sa®© index level. Since culling of cows without 
own production is less accurate than culling after own 
production is available, the rate of genetic improvement 
may be slowed do«n by that but perhaps not enough to 
make it worthwhile to incur the extra cost of raising 
h^e questionable heifers to detemine more accurately 
which of them should be culled. Sie cost of raising 
already ha® been incurred for the cows, and \inder some 
cireumstances the net profit might be greater by contin­
uing to milk some poor cows through the prime of their 
life, while culling instead some young heifers whose 
indexes actually were a bit higlier than those for these 
cows already in production. 
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DIS0¥SSiOl 
Accurate ©stlaates of th© basic items ar® essen­
tial for constructing an efficient index. For tlie 
present study these fundamental Items for fat produc­
tion are repeatability, lisritability, maternal half 
sister correlation, and paternal half sister correla­
tion, Intra'-herd repeatability of records of the same 
cow seems to b© close to ,4 where a coaiparatively 
unselected population of cows ar© considered. The 
estimate of .41 from the present data agrees closely 
with most of the estimates from other data given in 
Table 1. Althou^ i lntra*herd year-to-year variations 
in general environment caused only a small fraction of 
the total intra-herd variability, repeatability could be 
increased nearly ten percent if records could be corrected 
for this variation. 
With sli^ tly over 4000 degrees of freedom to esti­
mate the aire component, & reliable estimate of the 
paternal half sister correlation was obtained. The mater­
nal half eister correlation was not estimated within 
such narrow limits, as there were only 1543 degrees of 
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freedoffl to ©etlmat© tJie irariance from differences between 
maternal half slaters. Howeirer, after accounting for 
the fact that some of the intra,-herd comparisons b©tT;een 
daras lnirol¥©d paternal half sisters, there seems to be 
no consistent bias in th© estimate of the maternal half 
sister correlation# 
Gompared to the oth®r statistics the estimat® of 
heritabillty has a somewhat greater sampling error 
because the observed regression had to be multiplied by 
two. However, th© relative wei^ t given the individ­
ual*! performanc® and the information on its relatives 
does not vary much if heritabillty is between .15 and 
•25, and this is th© 95 percent confidence interval for 
the present estliiiate of .201. Hence, over this range 
for heritabillty th© ratios in th© index calculated for 
heritabillty at .201 are not seriously in error, llie 
value for heritabillty obtained in the present study is 
about in the middle of th© range of estimates presented 
in fable 2.. 
Altogether 4971 daughter-daia pairs were available 
where both daughter and dam had at least one record. 
For 207 of these pairs the dau^ xter and the dam had 
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records In different herds. These were not used to esti­
mate heritability, 'Ih-e data were on IBM cards so thais 
the herd in which the daughter made her records was the 
basis for classifying the daughter-dam pairs by herds. 
If the pairs where the daughter and dam made their reccjrds 
in different herds had not been eliminated, the Influence 
of herd differences ¥/ould not have been completely 
removed from the variance of the dams. With a herd com­
ponent as large as that found in these data, and with 
the present proportion of the total daughter-dam pairs 
where the daughter and daa made their records in differ­
ent herd.s, failure to eliminate these 207 pairs probably 
would have lowered the heritability estimate by ,01 or . 02, 
When bred heifers are sold into other herds, they 
and the heifer calves they are sometimes carrying may 
make their records in those herds. However, these herds 
would be different from th© herd where the other daughters 
and mates of a sire made their records. Although a sire 
actually may have been used in only one herd, the sale 
of heifers bred to him would permit the resulting situa­
tion to be comparable to that where the sire had been 
used in several herds. The possibility of such circum­
stances further points to the necessity of making the 
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Intra-six^  regyesslon also an lntra-li©rd regression to 
be certain berd differences are not inflating the esti­
mates obtained, from the data# 
Year-to-year ©mriromaental variation within herd 
accounted for onlj & small part of the total variance, 
lb.©re the variance dm to years is no larger than in 
the present data, its influence on the estimates of 
paternal half sister oorrelation* maternal half sister 
correlation, and heritability is small. For the regres­
sion of dau^ ter on daia, msing averages of all records 
for dau^ iter and dam reduced the emotmt of year compo­
nent In the intra-herd covariance to an almost negligi­
ble quantity. 
In like manner, -using the average of several 
records, rather than single records, in computing the 
index corrects for nsost of the confusing Influence of 
year-to-year environmental variation. If a long time 
trend in the herd average exists, nevertheless, this 
cannot be corrected so simply. Unless soMe adjustment 
is made for any important changes in the herd average 
there may be considerable bias in the comparisons 
between young and old cows, fh© problem cannot be 
lis 
solved in a straightforward m&rmmv until the trend in 
tlie herd average ©an b© separated into hereditary and 
enviitJiMental portions# 
The question arises as to how elo®ely the results 
in a. speoifie, situation will follow those predicted for 
the population in gentral. For the present case on© 
»i^ t wonder if th® estimates of the basic parameters 
are actually applieable to a particular herd, 'Ihere 
a&ems to b© no el©ar-cut means for discriminating 
between the estimates from different herds. \>here the 
basic units are s© small# sampling errors alone may 
permit impossibly large or small answers* Accuracy of 
prediction of' the ^results in a single heisi for a short 
period, such as the' next five years, naturally is very 
low but the pluses in some herds and the minuses in 
other herds should cancel each other, so that the pre­
diction of til© average outcome in a whole breed or other 
population of many herds nay reach a high level of 
accuracy# Assuming the breeding system does not change 
extremely and suddenly, results from a generation of 
selection in a particular herd may be lower or hi^ er 
than expected; but the predicted and actual results 
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sliouM approach one another more closely if the period 
is extended o-^ er several generations# 
It may h© suggested by Bom that inaccuracy would 
h® int'rodueed by u®ing an index based on fat alone if 
fat t©:st and aii'lk yield are inherited as separate 
ch&raeter®.* I»sh et ^  (1941)» however, have shoiwn 
that where inorea®ed total fat is desired the error in 
assiaalng a single indsx for fat instead of using indexes 
for milk and fat percent separately is negligible, 
A selection or prediction scheme Involving only 
linear relationships is most effective if a major por­
tion of the hereditary variance is du© to additive or 
average effects of genes, Epistasi®, dominance, or 
perhaps overdoainanc© in fat production may contribute 
to what ha© been teraed "specific combining ability". 
Many accounts of "nicking** are published in the litera-
tu3?e, but usually th© information, in addition to being 
selected, is Meager In scope. With repeatability of fat 
production approximately .40 and heritability approaching 
,20, one wonders what portion of the variance between 
cows ia accounted for by dominance or epistasis, Seath 
and laash (1940) did not find evidence that dominance or 
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epistasls were important contributors to the observed 
varia-bility in a population that is essentially random 
bred. However, where ©nough Inbreeding is practiced to 
la&ke families digtlnet, the effects of dominance and 
©pistasia would be magnified# Probably most of the 
discrepancy between a cow's breeding value and her 
real producing ability is attributable to permanent 
environmental influences which affect the cow's pro­
duction througja many lactations (i3erry 1945), 
Th© index developed in the present study considers 
only one Item of economic importance. Presumably that 
is the most itaportent item# The appearance of the cow, 
her physical confonaation or type also has economic 
importance. Assigning an appropriate figure for the 
economic Importance of type is an elusive problem. In 
some hlgtily advertised breeding herds where many of the 
customers may have ambitions to enter show-ring competi­
tion, type may be an item, that contributes much to the 
total income. In striking contrast, type of Itself may 
be of almost no importance in many grade herds. The 
attention given type in an efficient breeding program in 
addition to Its relative economic Isnportance, vrauld be 
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detemined by th© lierltabillty of typ® and Isj the pheno-
typlc aM geneti© eorrelatlons "between type and the 
other traits considered. 
Harvey (1949) found th© phenotypic correlation 
I between type and prodmction to h© ,12 for these cows 
which were included in th# present study and also had 
an official type rating, lli© genetic correlation was 
estimated to be between .15 and .20 and the heritability 
of type was estimated as .14. All of these statistics, 
in addition to th© relative ©eonoaie value of type as 
compared to production, are required to incorporate 
type into an efficient index. 
Other characteristics may be included in an index 
effectively if the asjae basic constants needed for the 
inclusion of type can be estimated for them. Increased 
breeding or reproductive efficiency may be important in 
increasing the ©conomic return, from a dairy herd, though 
it may or may not appreciably affect the average breed­
ing value of the herd when measured only in terms of 
the lactation fat yield. Delayed breeding and th© 
accompanying prolonged interval between calving greatly 
reduce® the average herd production per calendar year 
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although tlies© things might even rais© the average pro­
duction per 505-daj lactation. Some oulling is practiced 
automatically against delayed breeding, but its intensity 
has not been accurately determined,. The genetic differ­
ences in reproductive efficiency among cows might play 
aueh a ainor role that selection would be only slightly 
effective. At any rate, some of the problems concerning 
this topic still need clarifying. 
Including several traits automatically lessens the 
intensity of selection that can be practiced for any one 
trait, levertheless, if the conception of the aggregate 
breeding value is accurate, simultaneous selection for 
the several trait® will permit th© breeder to make the 
greatest ©conoffiic gain from his breeding program. 
Althou^  the selection index provides a powerful tool 
for objective selection# it cannot hope to cover all sit­
uations in any simple manner. Including many traits and 
information on several relatives increases the complexity 
of the index. However, with dairy cattle where the indi­
vidual unit represents so much value and th© generation 
interval is so long, move actual time spent in calculat­
ing indexes seems to b© warranted than for most species 
of faw livestock. 
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Use of an index will do Biuch toward making selec­
tion objective• Such a procedure is needed especially 
in dairy cattle where there is much opportunity for 
sentiment to replace sound judgement, ®3.© index 
developed in the present study is only a beginning and 
information on other traits should be included. How­
ever, an index «flii©h would cover accurately all situa­
tions and include all pertinent traits would surely be 
unworkable because of its COTplexity# Individual 
judgement probably never can be replaced completely by 
any index or other mathematical concept for selection, 
but, it can be relegated to a more minor role than it 
plays now® 
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¥1. SIMMAEY 
The purpose of tlx® present study isas to develop a 
selection indesc for fat prod-action wlier© the fat yields 
of the cow and her relatl^ re© are used. Gonstructlon of 
the index called for reliable estimates of four funda­
mental statistics# a^iese four were repeatability or 
intraclass correlation between records of the same cow, 
correlation between paternal half sisters, correlation 
between Bmtemal half sisters, and heritability. 
Data to estimate these statistics were taken from 
295 Jersey herds on HIE test during the years 194S to 
194?» A total of 23,350 lactations records from 12,405 
cows was included in the ,^ study, fhe average .S05-day 2x 
M.E. fat production was 429 potinds. 29S herds were 
scattered among 42 states. 
Ki© analysis of variance, including the separation 
of the total variance into its additive components, was 
the principal analytical method, Coi'relations between 
the iteiBs included in the index were derived using 
Wright's method of path coefficients. Ihe weights to be 
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given the fat yields of the indivldtial and its relatives 
mere determined "by multiple cori'-elation. 
Repeatability was estimated to be .412 with ten 
percent fiducial limits of .599 and ,422. Viten the var­
iance caused 'by yeeir-to-year environmental variation 
within herd was removed, the estimate of repeatability 
rose to ,459. Prestaaably this value of repeatability 
could not be realized in x^ractice unless the variation 
attributable to envlroninentally caused, fluctuations of 
the herd average from year-to-year could be removed 
from the records which actually are used, 
Vshen intra-herd yearly variation ?;as accounted 
for, the correlation between paternal half sisters v<;as 
'123, Ignoring the year component of variance the esti­
mate was ,120, lliere seemed to be a strong environmental 
contribution to these correlations althougli its basis is 
not clear. The estimate of the maternal half sister 
correlation was ,090 when the influence of the year com-
j)onent considered and iihen correctlon was made for 
some of the daughters of the different dams being pater­
nal half sisters. Ignoring the influence of the year 
cotaponent Biad© the estimate ,086, 
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Heritability was ©stlmated Ijy doubling the intra-
herd regression of data^ ter on dam as derived from 4,764 
dau^ ter'-dem pairs from 290 herds* The 4764 daughters 
were froa 3565 different dams. Heritatoility of differ­
ences in fat production on a single record basis was 
Table 15. faiues for the Several Components 
of Variance Computed, from ISiese Data 
CoiQponent Value Component Value 
H 4060 m 462 
C 2750 s 741 
E 3214 D 556 
T 515 P 2090 
f §8 M 2282 
©stlmated as .201. Itoe five percent fiducial limits for 
this estimate are .150 and .255. 
fhe total variance was opportioned into its several 
components in the various aspects of the study. Table 15 
auBiBiarizes the values found for the components in these 
data. In the repeatability analysis the total variance 
was separated into H due to gross herd differences, G for 
pemanent differences between cows within the herds, Y 
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for environmental and managemental changes which applied 
to all the oows in a herd in a given year but varied 
from year to year, and E for temporary differences other 
than those aocomted for by Y which applied to one cow 
but not to all her herd siates and varied for the several 
lactations of the same cow. fhe component Y was broken 
down further into ? for the average influence of any 
ty 
general year trend over all the 295 herds and HI for 
true herd x year interaction* To determine the correla­
tion between paternal half sisters, variance due to 
peraanent differences among cows was separated'into S 
for differences among sires and P for differences among 
paternal half sisters# A second breakdown of th© var­
iance for pemaneat differences among cows was made to 
detemine th© correlation between maternal half sisters. 
In this analysis th© variance associated with those dif­
ferences was separated into D for variation among dams 
and M for permanent differences among maternal half 
sisters* 
Indexes were constructed for cows with production 
records, and for young animals where own phenotype was 
not available. Bxe relatives considered in the index 
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were til© oow's dam, {la\a^ .t©r8, maternal half sisters and 
paternal half sisters* If herltablllty is near .20, 
wMeh is the iraliie fotind in these data, information on 
the indlTidml should reoeiT© about 2#75 times as much 
attention as th© saa© information on the dam. Th© rela­
tive weight to be giTen information on the other rela­
tives varies with the ntamber of individuals making up 
the sum and in some eases whether some of the relatives 
ar© present. 
Progress to be expected by using the index for 
seleetions would be about 1.10 to 1,15 times faster than 
by making the selections on own perfoiiaance alone. How­
ever, that ratio would depend on the number of records 
on the individual, on th# nmber and kind of relatives, 
and on the amount of information about each. 
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